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The diatomic oxides of Group IVB and Group VB have been

prepared by vaporization of higher oxides from Knudsen cells

and condensation in argon or krypton matrices at 14°K.

Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) and zero field absorbance

(ZFA) spectra of all six molecules are presented. A detailed

analysis of results for VO, NbO and TaO is given.

An apparatus for the deposition of metal oxide molecules

has been constructed. The spectra have been obtained under

microprocessor control and stored on tape cassette in digital

form. It has been shown that a low field electromagnet

(~5500 gauss) can induce MCD transitions of sufficient

intensity fcr qualitative analysis of high-temperature

molecules isolated in rare gas matrices.
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4 - 4The ground state of VO is E . MCD transitions to B II
r

multiplets are observed to have alternating CQ terms. The
4 4effect of spin-spin splitting of £_ and E sublevels

3/2 V2
4 4 -upon the temperature dependence of CQ terms in the B n +■ X £

transition is discussed. A broad negative CQ term is
4 - 4 -observed for the C £ X £ transition. The appearance of

this term in the MCD spectrum indicates that spin-orbit
. 4 4 -

mixing between the B II state and either or both £ states

occurs.

4 -The NbO molecule also has a £ ground state. The ZFA

spectrum consists of a series of sharp and broad peaks which

have similar progressions. The MCD spectrum proves that both

broad and sharp peaks arise from isolated NbO molecules

because of the characteristic alternately-signed CQ terms
4 -observed for transitions from the £ ground state to multi-

4
plets of two II excited states. The broad and sharp peaks

are assigned to electronic transitions of NbO from two

different matrix environments. Based upon trends observed

for spin-orbit splitting and vibrational frequencies for the

two types of bands, the broad peaks are related to NbO in

substitutional sites in the lattices while sharp peaks

observed in neon and argon matrices are proposed to correlate

with distorted lattice sites. In contrast with the spectrum
4 _ 4 -of VO, no C0 term is observed for the A £ <- X £ transition.

?
The ground state of TaC is A_ . Negative MCD C_3/ °

'2

terms are observed for $,

C0 terms are observed for "IT 1-/2

A_ transitions
3/2

ZA„ systems.
3/2

while positive

Transitions

xi



between states with ft =g- are observed in ZFA but not MCD.z

Based on this simple model, state symmetries of 21 excited

states are tentatively assigned; seven new systems are

. . O O

reported m the region 2500 A - 3000 A. It is suggested

that the technique of matrix isolation MCD be extended to

the study of other high-temperature molecules.
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CHAPTER I

MATRIX ISOLATION MCD APPLIED TO
HIGH TEMPERATURE MOLECULES

Introduction

The technique of magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) has

generated considerable interest among molecular spectro-

scopists since the theoretical development introduced by

Buckingham and Stephens" in 1966. MCD is the measurement of

the differential absorbance of left circularly-polarized

light (LCPL) and right circularly-polarized light (RCPL)

ever a range of the electromagnetic spectrum by a sample

subjected to a magnetic field parallel to the incident

light. The increased information content afforded by polar¬

ization-dependent selection rules for optical absorption

makes MCD a potentially powerful partner of conventional

spectroscopic methods in the elucidation of molecular struc¬

ture .

Early MCD studies were focused on species in single

crystals and on room temperature solutions, as shewn in

reviews by Buckingham and Stephens^'^ and Schatz and
3

McCaffery. Low temperature experiments on glasses, polymer

films and uniaxial crystals have since demonstrated that

valuable additional information is obtained from the temper¬

ature dependence of MCD for a species with a degenerate

1
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ground state. The species most commonly exhibiting ground

state degeneracy, however, are open shell systems which are

unstable in ordinary chemical environments. The development

of the matrix isolation MCD technique by Andrew Thomson and

coworkers at the University of East Anglia has opened a

pathway to the convenient observation of these and a variety

of other interesting chemical species. Matrix isolation
4

systems studied by MCD to date have included mercury and
5 6magnesium atoms and the diatomic molecules oxygen,

7 3
chlorine, and xenon halides.

The Matrix Isolation Technique

Matrix isolation was introduced in 1954 by Whittle,
9

Dows, and Pimentel as a means of studying stabilized free

radicals which were candidates for use as rocket fuels. The

subsequent development of commercial cryostats has stimu¬

lated applications of matrix isolation methods in many areas

of spectroscopy and has established a growing field of cryo-

chemical synthesis.^ A detailed introduction to methods of

matrix isolation, including an extensive review of the early

literature, has been published by Beat Meyer.^
Matrix-isolated samples are prepared by codepositing a

molecular beam of the analyte (guest) species in a great

excess of nonreactive host gas on a cooled sample window.

Host-guest ratios of 103:1 to 105:1 are commonly employed to

ensure isolation of the guest species. The apparatus must
_ 5

be evacuated to a pressure of less than 10 torr by a

suitable pumping system. The sample window must be chosen
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to provide transparency in the range of spectral interest

while also being sufficiently conductive to allow rapid

thermal quenching of the host and guest species. Temperature

requirements are met by the thermal contact of the window

with either a closed-cycle refrigeration system operating by

Joule-Thomson expansion of helium or by a reservoir of a

refrigerant which maintains the window at 4°K (liquid He),

20°K (liquid H2), or 77°K (liquid . The choice of host
gases which may be used in an apparatus is limited by the

choice of refrigerant, which must cool the sample to a Kelvin

temperature below forty percent of the melting point of the

host gas to prevent thermal diffusion and clustering of the

guest species. Matrices of stable molecules with vapor

pressures above 1 torr at room temperature may be prepared

by the simple mixing of guest and host in the gas inlet

line. Reactive or low vapor pressure systems may be gener¬

ated in molecular beams by the inductive or resistive heating

of refractory Knudsen cells containing the species of

interest or by discharge in a hollow cathode lamp or micro-

wave cavity.

Spectroscopic techniques applied to matrix-isolated

samples include optical, ultraviolet (UV), infrared (IR) and

Raman spectrophotometry, nuclear (NMR) and electron spin (ESR)

resonance, and laser-induced luminescence. The optical

spectra of molecular species normally observable only at high

temperatures are greatly simplified because rotational

structure is eliminated,and absorption occurs only from the

lowest vibrational level of the ground electronic state.
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Isotopic substitution studies in IR allow the determination of

vibrational bandheads of electronic states, and optical, IR and

ESR spectra can often be employed to establish the symmetry of

the ground state. The energies of excited states are shifted

by small magnitudes from gas phase values, generally allowing

confident assignment of systems previously assigned by gas

phase analysis. Due to the loss of rotational structure upon

isolation, however, the symmetries of excited states of

matrix-isolated molecules have not been susceptible to analy¬

sis by spectroscopic techniques usually employed to study

matrix samples. The development of the matrix isolation MCD

technique has made the determination of excited state symme¬

tries possible for matrix-isolated species.

The MCD Technique

The measurement of MCD requires the passage of a beam of

alternating LCPL and RCPL along the axis of a magnetic field

within which is placed a sample of interest. The differen¬

tial absorption signal is detected by a photomultiplier tube,

the output of which is fed to a phase sensitive detector.

The MCD spectrum is displayed as a wavelength function of

differential absorbance. The only additional requirements in

the study of matrix-isolated samples are that the sample and

cryostat windows be nonbirefringent, and that the depolariza¬

tion of CPL by matrix scattering be minimized. The experi¬

mental advantages of MCD over conventional zero field absor¬

bance (ZFA) reside primarily in the bipolar resultant signal,

differential detection technique, and temperature dependence
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of spectra for molecules with degenerate ground states. The

selection rules giving rise to differential absorbance bring

additional theoretical power to the analysis of experimental

spectra.

The applications of matrix isolation MCD have been

limited to a very few molecular species to this date. In

particular, no investigation of the highly promising area of

high temperature molecules has yet been undertaken. Refrac¬

tory diatomic oxides are among the most stable molecular

species known, as evidenced by their appearance in stellar

atmospheres and as ablation products of jet exhaust and
12-14atmospheric reentry processes. These molecules gener¬

ally have challenging molecular electronic structures which

have not been thoroughly analyzed by either gas phase or

matrix techniques. The contributions of conventional matrix

spectroscopic techniques and theoretical studies'^ to the

elucidation of these systems create a favorable situation for

the investigation of the same molecules by MCD.

Aims of This Investigation

The present research consists of the analysis of MCD and

ZFA spectra of matrix-isolated Group IVB and Group VB

diatomic oxides. The primary analysis tests the validity of

present ground state assignments for the six molecules by the

signs and temperature dependence of the observed MCD spectral

bands. The correlation of matrix and gas phase assignments

of excited electronic states of the molecules is then checked
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by comparison with the signs of MCD peaks for allowed tran¬

sitions. In addition to its role in confirming previous

assignments, the analysis enables the identification of bands

arising from impurity species trapped with the diatomic

oxides during isolation. Recent photoluminescence
16 17

studies ' on TiO and ZrO have suggested values for the

separation of singlet and triplet state manifolds in these

molecules. The MCD spectra are checked for confirmation of

these assignments by the appearance of transitions between

singlet and triplet states, and similar forbidden transi¬

tions are searched for in the other molecules studied. The

determination of manifold separation energies is of great

value in development of chemiluminescent laser systems and

in calculation of dissociation energies by the third law
18

method. The magnetic field or spin-orbit coupling induced

mixing of low-lying states with ground states of these

oxides is also susceptible to analysis by the observation of

MCD transitions forbidden by electric dipole selection rules.

In summary the investigation of these refractory oxides

is an appropriate test of the power of MCD applied to high

temperature species. The success of these studies in eluci¬

dating the electronic structure of the molecules studied

justifies the extension of the matrix MCD technique to the

study of less well-defined systems.



CHAPTER II

THE THEORY OF MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM

Introduction

More than a century passed between the first obsérva¬

lo 20tions of magnetic optical rotation by Faraday ' and the

development of a quantum mechanical model explaining the

behavior of the complex refractive index of materials in

regions of absorption. As might be expected in the develop¬

ment of a theoretical model, choices of symbols and conven¬

tions by different theorists have given rise to difficulties

in interpretation of the mathematical formulas derived for

21
MCD. The recent revised treatment by Stephens has received

wide acceptance and will be employed in this work. A

condensed version of Stephens' approach will be presented so

that the assumptions required by the parametric equation for

MCD may be emphasized. Subsequent discussion will concern

the calculation of parameters for electronic transitions in

atoms and diatomic molecules isolated in rare gas matrices.

It will be shown that calculations for these systems are

relatively simple compared to those for polyatomic molecules.

7
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Basic Theory

The general form of the Faraday effect may be expressed

by

$ = 4> - i9 = VH£ (1)

where $ is the complex rotation of a plane-polarized light

beam propagating through a sample of thickness l parallel to

a magnetic field H, <¡> is the angle of rotation of plane-

polarized light by the sample, and 9 is the ellipticity

occurring in regions of absorption. The Verdet constant V

is dependent upon the concentration and temperature of the

sample as well as the frequency of the light. An alternative

form of equation (1) is

i =
~

. 7T £
n+> — (2)

where X is the light wavelength and n_ are the complex
+

refractive indices for LCPL and RCPL, respectively. Inspec¬

tion of the differential form of the complex refractive index

shows that the angle of rotation <j> results from behavior of

the real refractive indices n_ while the ellipticity 9 arises
4-

from differences in sample absorption indices k_,

An_ = An_ - iAk_ (3)
+ + T

<P = (n_ -
, Til

n+>— (4)

CD II H" ÍV
1

- k,)iA .+ A
(5)9
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Plane-polarized light may be considered to be composed

of equal components of LCPL and RCPL as shown in Figure 1(a).

The electric vector for RCPL appears to rotate clockwise to

an observer looking toward the polarizer and light source,

while the electric vector for LCPL rotates in a counterclock¬

wise manner. A difference in the real refractive indices n_

and n+ of a sample results in a rotation of the unresolved

electric vector by an angle $ as shown in Figure 1(b). The

analog of this effect at a single wavelength in the absence

of magnetic field is the subject of polarimetry, while the

dispersion of <p with wavelength is the subject of optical

rotatory dispersion (ORD) . The obvious name for <f> of a

sample in a magnetic field is then magnetic optical rotatory

dispersion (MORD). Differences in absorption indices k
+

result in varying amplitudes of the electric vectors for RCPL

and LCPL which are reflected in the ellipticity 8 as indica¬

ted in Figure 1(c). The ratio of the electric vectors of the

two components is in proportion to the difference of absorp¬

tion indices. The wavelength dispersion of 0 in the absence

of an external field is called circular dichroism (CD)

leading to the obvious acronym MCD for samples studied in a

magnetic field.

This work will be confined to the study of MCD of

matrix-isolated samples, for which the behavior in absorption

regions is subject to easier calculation than MORD. It

should be noted that, due to the functional form of the

complex refractive index, the MCD of a system may be explic¬

itly derived from the MORD if data are available over the



Figure1.Thebehaviorofcircularlypolarizedlight (a)Theresolutionofplanepolarized lightintoRCPLandLCPLcomponents.
(b)Behavioroftheelectricvectorand itscircularlypolarizedcomponents inregionsofopticalrotationbya sample.

(c)Ellipticityandopticalrotation inducedinregionsofdifferential absorbance.
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entire frequency range. The relationship of the real and

imaginary terms of the complex refractive index is given by
22the Kramers-Kronig transforms.

The MCD spectrum of a sample system is directly related

to the difference in absorption indices k_, but is usually
+

measured as a difference in absorbance A_ of LCPL and RCPL.
+

The values of A_ may be calculated by time-dependent pertur¬

bation theory, given certain assumptions about the separabil¬

ity of the components of ground and excited state wavefunc-

tions involved in a transition.

Consider a light beam parallel to a magnetic field H

passing through a sample with ground state A and excited

states J and K as indicated in Figure 2. The intensity of

the light at point z is given by the Poynting vector,

Mz) = (^)n-(Eo) 2exp
2Ek_z

+

■?Tc

I 2Ek_zX (o) exp !- +
+ I fic

(6)

where E = hv is the photon energy and I_(o) is the incident
+

light intensity. Solving for k^ by differentiation,

k+ ñ_E|E_(z)
Sl_(zfj+

i 6 z _

(7)

where

E_ (z) ¡ 2 = (e“) 2exp
2tk_z

+

-he
(8)



Figure2.Thepassageofcircularlypolarized beamIparalleltoamagneticfieldH throughasampleS.Acircularly polarizedphotonofthecorrectenergy mayinduceelectronicexcitationbetween groundstateAandexcitedstateJofa samplemolecule.StatesKneighboring eitherthegroundortheexcitedstates mayaffectthetransitionprobabilityby magneticfield-inducedmixing.
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The quantity |j-
¿I (z)

6 z
is the energy absorbed per unit time at

z, which is dependent on the photon energy E, the number of

sample species Na and the probability of transition /

¿I (z)
ó z li VW2)E (9)

Time-dependent perturbation techniques are applied to

the solution of transition probabilities pa^j• Only electric
dipole allowed transitions are considered in this treatment,

where it is assumed that Beer's Law is obeyed and radiative

lifetimes are not included, so that predicted absorption

bands are Dirac 5 functions of the absorption energy. The

resulting equations for zero field absorbance (ZFA) and MCD

are

r 1 Na
Yí^a,j N

<a I m_
'

+

2 6 ( E .

ja
E) }cz (10)

WTT2a2log, ei o

250ficn_
+

(ID

AA
£ Y_ . I

+ a,D

X ó(E . - E) cz
Da

< a Im+|j > I 2 ]

(12)

where the sums are over all sublevels a and j of the ground

and excited states, (^) is the relative population of the
ground state level a, and <ajm_|j> are electric dipole

-L.

transition moments.

The modification of these results to reflect the actual

iinewidth requires the assumption that the ZFA band shifts
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rigidly upon introduction of a magnetic field perturbation.

The rigid shift model requires that the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation be valid for both ground and excited states.

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, electronic wave-

functions are separable into nuclear and electronic terms.

The separation may be denoted by

|Aaa> = iPA (r,R)Xa(R) (a = 1 to dA) (13)
a

|j-j> = ipr (r,R)x,(R) (A = 1 to dj (14)

where r is the electronic coordinate, R is the nuclear

coordinate, d and dT are degeneracies of the two states,A J

and X, and X. are vibrational wavefunctions. Furthera j

assuming by the Franck-Condon approximation that most elec¬

tronic transitions occur when R is close to the equilibrium

internuciear distance RQ, the vibronic contributions to

electronic transitions may be separated into Franck-Condon

factors <a|j>. Summation over all vibronic bands results in

a ZFA equation dependent only on the electronic transition

moment, <A ¡m^|j\>. The form for ZFA derived with the

approximations of the rigid shift model is given by

A°
-± - Yf0f(E)cz (15)

where c is the concentration, z is the pathlength, and the

superscript o indicates evaluation at RQ by the Franck-Condon

approximation. Vibrational overlap factors are included
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explicitly in the line shape factor f(E). The parameter VQ

is the weighted sum of the transition moments,

Vo 2d. \ { I <Aa,A 1 a
me|j^>|2 + |<A |ms|J,>|2}i a1 -1 A 1A' (16)

where a and A are electronic sublevels and d is the degen-
A

eracy of the ground state. The factor of 2 enters the V0

equation because, in the absence of field perturbation,

absorbance is equal for light of either polarization,

<AJm±lJX> = <A m
a 1 - -v = <A m, J. >

a 1 + 1 A (17)

It is now possible to apply the rigid shift model to

molecules in the presence of a magnetic field. The applied

field introduces a perturbation term in the molecular

Hamiltonian of the form

H’0 E -uzH E 3(LZ + 2SZ)H (18)

where u2 is the z component of the electronic magnetic moment

operator, Sz and Lz are z components of the total spin and

orbital angular momentum operators, and 6 is the electronic

Bohr magneton. h'¿ is diagonal in the Franck-Condon approxi¬

mation,

<V I «¿Í (19)

< J.\i ('t IA1 '> - -<JX 'uz I JA>H6;a, 6, ■ , (20)

Stephens includes the additional mixing by the magnetic

field of different excited states K with states A and J, which
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results in a better approximation of the transition moment,

<A a m J, j >
a 1 +1 XJ (21)

+-I “ '^a!I ^ z ll^A>r S

w° - w°
K J

E <Aa|yz|KK><Klc|m ¡Jx>
+ K

K T7o r7o
WK " WA

}H] <a | j >

Note that the magnetic field mixing is inversely proportional

to the separation of the mixing states and is linear with

field strength H. There is also a complex dependence on

electric and magnetic dipole transition moments relating the

electronic states, and Stephens has implicitly assumed that

only vibronic levels of the same vibrational symmetry partic¬

ipate in mixing.

One other effect which must be taken into account is the

difference in population of ground state sublevels due to

magnetic field splitting. Stephens assumes that for split¬

ting much smaller than kT the exponential Boltzmann popula¬

tion factors for ground state levels may be approximated by a

Taylor series expansion.

The combination of all assumptions in the rigid shift

model applied to equation (12) gives a parametric form for

the MCD of the transition A->J,

= YiAj-ff) + (8o + £f)f>3Hc (22)

where ail symbols are as previously defined except for the

parameters A,, S and C which are given by1 o o
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A = -f- 2 [ | <A |me | J, > | 2 - | <A |m®|J,>|2]1 d, ct,X 1 a1 -1 X 1 1 ot1 +1 X 1 J

X [<J, \LZ + 2S IJ,> - <A L_ + 2S_|A >]X 1 2 z 1 X a 1 2 z 1 a
(23)

Sn = --f- 2 Re { ^ [<A ¡ m® | J. ><K |m?|A >o dA a,X k^j a 1 - 1 X < 1 + 1 a

_ „ <J,!L + 2S |K >
-<A |m®|j,><K | mf | A >] X — —a1 +1 X k 1 1 a rTo - TTo

WK WJ
+ WJ[<Aalm-lJX?<JAl<lK<? - <Aa!m||JAS<Jx|mf|Kc°>]

<K L + 2S A >

X
K Z z ' a

W° - W°WK WA
(24)

CQ = 2 [ |<A„ |mf | J, > | 2
a X a <AaK!JA>l2l

X <A L + 2S A >
a 1 z z 1 a

(25)

The MCD of any electronic transition may be described by

contributions from one or more of these parameters.

Before applying the parametric equation to the analysis

of MCD spectra of atoms and molecules, it is worthwhile to

examine the experimental form of the A1, BQ and CQ terms, the

appearance of which is illustrated in Figure 3. A terms

occur when there is a degeneracy in either the ground or

excited state. The selection rules for the electric dipole

transition moment are,

L (J) - L (A)
z z

L (J) - L (A)
z z

As, =

AL - +1
z

AL = -1
z

LCPL

RCPL

0 (26)



Figure3.Thegeneralappearanceofthethreetypesof termspredictedbyMCDtheory. (a)TheZFA(below)andMCD(above)fora transitionwitha-positiveAterm.The positivelobeoccursathigherenergy.
(b)Theappearanceof8qtermsmaybe positiveornegative,andthemaximum coincidesinenergywiththatoftheZFA band.

(c)TheappearanceofanegativeCQtermat temperaturesT^andT(T’>T^_).The signofCQtermsmayBeeitherpositive ornegative,andthemaximumcoincides withthatoftheZFAband.
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In Hund's case (a) only transitions allowed by these selection

rules give A terms, which always consist of overlapping

bands of opposite sign but equal magnitude. Since the two

bands are separated by the small Zeeman splitting of degener¬

ate state sublevels, a derivative-shaped term results. In A

terms of positive sign, the positive lobe appears at higher

energy. The magnitude of allowed A terms is influenced by

the sharpness of the absorption band, as indicated by the
6 £

factor in the parametric equation. Another factor affec¬

ting the size of A terms is the difference of magnetic

moments for the ground and excited substates of the transi¬

tion. If these moments are equal, an A term will not be

seen.

Bc terms are a general property of all MCD spectra

caused by the magnetic field-induced mixing of neighboring

electronic states with either the ground or excited state in

the transition. These terms have the same shape as the

absorption band and may be of either sign. The calculation

of Sq terms is difficult, however, because it demands know¬
ledge of the energies and multiplicities of all states near

A and J.

CQ terms are possible only when the ground state is

degenerate. Population changes induced by magnetic field

splitting are reflected by the inverse temperature dependence

of the parametric equation. Like 3q terms, Cq terms may be of
either sign and will follow the shape of the ZFA.

The relative magnitudes of the three terms may be

approximated by the relation
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r:AW'kT (27)

where r is the full width at half maximum of the ZFA band,

AW is the separation of state K from A or J, and kT is the

thermal energy of the system. For matrix-isolated diatomic

molecules we may assume T v 200 cm 1, AW v 2000 cm-1,

kT 'v- 10 cm-1, whence,

A :80:C0 ^ 10:1:200

It is obvious that CQ terms will dominate other features of

the MCD when the ground state of a species is degenerate.

When a species having only A and 80 terms is studied, C0

terms due to impurity species present in much smaller concen¬

tration may still contribute to the observed MCD.

MCD Calculations for Atoms

Consider the simplest atomic transition in which MCD

may be observed, the 1P 1S case,

H

where u_ and a indicate the transitions allowed for LCPL and

P.CPL, respectively. Since only the excited state is
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degenerate and no neighboring states are shown, only an A

term need be calculated for this transition. Applying equa¬

tions (23) and (16) to the allowed transitions shown above,

A, j!<So|m-|P+l>|2{<p+il+l|P+1> - <S0 | 0 | S0>>
- |<S0|m+|P_1>|!{<P_1|-l|p_1> - <S0!0|S0> > (28)

where

<p
,

+1 p > = +6
+ 1 1 1 +1

<p
, i-lip > = -6

-1 ! 1 -1

<Sj0|So> = 0

<Solm-lP + i> = <sol^+!p_1> = < S|m_|P >

by the rigid shift approximation, so that,

A = + <S0|m_|p>6i + ±i

= j{<S0|m.|P+1> + <S0|m+|P_1>}
= ¿<S[m ¡P>¿ '

+

Dividing (29) by (30),

(29)

(30)

p1 = +26 (31)* o

we see that the MCD A term provides the magnitude of the

magnetic moment for the 1P excited state, which will have a

Zeeman splitting of 26H.

The MCD spectrum of the 1P 1S transition of Mg atoms

isolated in various rare gas matrices has been reported by

Mowery et al.^ The MCD spectrum of Mg in Ne shows the
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predicted A term dispersion, but the MCD spectra of Mg in

Ar, Kr and Xe are dominated by 8Q terms induced by Jahn-Teller
distortion of the Mg atom in the octahedral sites of the

heavier inert gases. The interaction of the 1P excited state

with the surrounding lattice also results in quenching of the

angular momentum. This is evidenced by the values of
‘'o

calculated from experimental results, which are all lower

than the expected value of 2.0 B. Possible excimer formation

by the 1P excited state of Mg atoms with the matrix lattice

has been suggested by the observation of non-resonant fluo-

rescence of Mg in Ar and Ne matrices. The magnitude of

may then be a measure of the extent of bonding in this case.

It should be noted that Jahn-Teller distortions are not

expected for diatomic molecules in matrices unless there is

strong interaction with the matrix. The reason is that such

effects require the interference of a non-symmetric vibra¬

tional mode which lifts the degeneracy of a ground or an

24
excited state; the spectra of diatomic molecules in

matrices are dominated by well-defined progressions of the

symmetric vibrational mode of the molecule.

Consider now the simplest atomic transition in which a

CQ term may be observed, the case 1S *■ 1P.

M. M.

0

0

0

H
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Applying equations (16), (23) and (25),

A
1 T<P.1|i"-|so>{<so|0|so> - <p.1|-i|p.1>)

- 3<í,+ 1l"'+¡So>{<So¡0¡So> - <P + 1I+1|P + 1>}
+ 43<P|m_IS> (32)J +

Co = - ii<P-1l"'-lso><P-1|-1lp.1>
- <p+1KIs0><p+1|+i|p+1>)

= + |6<P|m |s> (33)

= :P m_ S> (34)

(35)

(36)

The A1 and C0 values calculated have the same value, but as

already noted, the CQ term will dominate the spectrum for

broad transitions in low-temperature matrices. It is inter¬

esting to note that in this case one may simply sum the

values calculated for the a_ transitions and double the

result to obtain A., and CQ term magnitudes, due to the

symmetry properties of the transitions.

MCD Calculations for Diatomic Molecules

The values of L and S are no longer good quantum numbers

in the axially symmetric field of a diatomic molecule. The

projections A and E of L and S, respectively, on the
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internuclear axis are good quantum numbers in Hund's coupling
24

case (a), otherwise known as L-S coupling. In Hund's

case (c), or j-j coupling, the projection of the total

angular momentum J, designated fl, is the only good quantum

number. We need not be concerned with the coupling of rota¬

tion and angular momentum because rotation of matrix-isolated

species has been observed only for a few molecules containing
12

hydrogen. The MCD selection rules for case (a) are

AM^ = ±1 and AM^, = 0, where and signify the values of A
and Z for particular substates. In case (c) coupling MCD is

observed if AM^ = ±1. A diagram illustrating the coupling of
L and S and resultant values for A, Z and is given for

case (a) in Figure 4. Case (a) states are designated
2S+1 24

A^, as usual, where each multiplet has a particular
value of The A values of 0, 1, 2, etc. are designated as

3
Z, n and A states, respectively. In the case of a n state,

for example, there are three pairs of doubly-degenerate

multiplet states equally separated in energy by the spin-

orbit coupling energy A, as shown in Figure 5. The inter¬

action of each of these multiplets with an applied magnetic

field depends on the magnitude of y for each multiplet.

Except for the case of spin degenerate, non-orbitally degen¬

erate ground states, discussed later in the text, the calcu¬

lation of A1 and CQ terms is quite simple for matrix-isolated
diatomic molecules in both Hund's case (a) and (c).

Consider the electronic transition IT A which is

observed in spectra of TiO. The relevant details of the

transition are diagrammed in Figure 6. The MCD spectrum is



Figure4.Thecase(a)couplingofthetotal orbitalandspinangularmomenta,Land S,respectively,givesaresultant totalangularmomentumJ.Theprojec¬ tionsofthesevectorsontheinternu¬ clearaxisofthemoleculearethe related"good"quantumnumbersforthe system.ThusJ z-lLz+szl=|A+£|=̂•
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Figure5
Spin-orbitcouplingandmagneticfield splittinginmultipletsofa3IIelec¬ tronicstateofadiatomicmolecule. Themagnitudeofsplittingofmultiplet sublevelsis2yz3Hwhere3isthe electronicBohrmagneton,Histhefield strengthingauss,andthemagnetic momenty2isgivenby,y=A+2X.



 



.33Figure6.AllowedMCDtransitionsforaU+A system.a_transitionsareallowedfor LCPL;a+transitionsareallowedfor RCPL.ThemagnitudeofAsoisdifferent forITandAstatesbutmultiplet separationswithinastatearethesame incase(a).
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greatly simplified by the fact that only the lowest vibra¬

tional state of the 3A^ multiplet will be populated if the
constant A (3A) is >> kT, which is the case for TiO. None

sc

3 3
of the allowed transitions from the A2 and A^ multiplets
will then be seen. Considering only the allowed transitions

3 3
from A^ to II , one may further simplify the calculation of
MCD terms by considering only the a_ components and doubling

the result. This simplification may always be used in MCD

calculations within the rigid shift approximation,

Ai
TT = [<JA ¡MA + - <AJMA + 2MzlAa>]£ (37)

Co
<r = ~ <aJma + 2MvlA>]B (38)1/ q CL A L CL

3 3
Thus, for the transition ÍIQ A ,

A1
7T- = +6 (39)
u o

^ = 0 (40)u
o

. 3
It is interesting that, although the A, state is doubly-

degenerate, no CQ term is predicted because the magnetic
moment y, = + 2My is zero. This effect is also observed

for ^H. and 4<f> states.
h \

Calculation of A and CQ terms for molecules exhibiting
Kund's case (c) coupling is not so rigorous because the

magnetic moment is no longer equal to + 2MV, but includes
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a factor dependent on the magnitude of spin-orbit coupling.

Observation of a temperature-dependent MCD for TiO, as well

as the loss of equal multiplet spacings, would indicate a

coupling case intermediate between (a) and (c). Spectra

observed in this study can generally be explained by case (a)

even though the spin-orbit coupling is large for some of the

molecules studied.

In later application of the formulas derived for MCD

terms it should be remembered that this treatment has assumed

pure electronic states which are not influenced by any per¬

turbation except the magnetic field. Steinfeld has made a

comment which seems appropriate to this situation:

Since one particular state usually makes
the dominant contribution to a real system,
it is convenient to think of one idealized
state. One should never forget, however,
that in every case the molecule has solved
its own Schrodinger equation exactly, and is
probably laughing at our attempts at attain¬
ing some approximate solution.^5

For the molecules investigated in this study, the interfer¬

ence of spin-orbit coupling may influence the observed MCD

spectra by the mixing of neighboring states with either the

ground or excited states of an electronic transition. As a

result of spin-orbit mixing of states, one may be forced to

revise the state description by explicitly including the

mixing states in the electronic transitions. Such an

approximation has been used to explain the MCD spectra of
8

xenon halides.
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Derivation of MCD Values from Experimental Data

Experimental values for A , 8Q and CQ terms may be
21derived from MCD spectra by the method of moments. The

nth moments of ZFA and MCD bands are defined by,

<A_>n =J ^f(E - E°)ndE (41)

<AA>^ = Ar(E - E°)ndE (42)

where E° is the center about which bands are integrated. The

subscripts of A , 8Q and CQ terms are related to the moment

integrated for AA. VQ is derived from the zeroth moment of

the absorption spectrum. If H is expressed in 104 gauss, c

is the sample concentration, and z is the pathlength, the

theoretical parameters are derived from experimental data by

the formulas,^

<A°> 326.6Vqcz

<AA>n = 152.5(B0 + AA)Hczo < o kT^

<AA> = 152.5A1Hcz

from which, if 8Q = 0 and H = 5500 gauss,

A- <AA>
= 0.257

<A°>
+ °

= 0.372 <AA>o
<aZ>

~o (.T (UK) j

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)
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In order to apply these equations, one must integrate over

the entire vibrational progression of a transition. The

integration of first moments to obtain A terms requires the

inclusion of the factor (E - E0) for each data point, which

can be handled easily only by computer treatment. After

appropriate scale adjustments to convert from chart inches

to wavenumbers and from AyV to AA, planimeter integrations

may be used to derive CQ terms.
The use of the method of moments has been severely

limited in this study by the complex overlap of vibrational

bands of different electronic states for all molecules. The

analysis of most bands systems is therefore qualitative in

nature. The signs of predicted transitions will be calcu¬

lated and compared with experimental MCD results. Forbidden

transitions will be explained on the basis of mixing by the

magnetic field or by spin-orbit coupling of neighboring

states.



CHAPTER III

APPARATUS

Introduction

The description of the apparatus employed in the meas¬

urement of MCD and absorption spectra for this study can be

conveniently divided into two parts. The hardware necessary

for preparation of a matrix sample will be treated first,

followed by a discussion of data acquisition and signal

handling in the two spectroscopic experiments.

Matrix Isolation Apparatus

The preparation of a matrix-isolated sample of high-tem-

perature molecules required the construction of a high-vacuum

system containing a furnace for sample vaporization and a cold

surface on which the sample could be cocondensed with a large

excess of host atoms or molecules. Provision was made for tem¬

perature measurements on the Knudsen cell and sample window,

and for monitoring system pressure and host deposition rate.

The vacuum furnace originally constructed for this

experiment was a 6" diameter brass cylinder connected by a

double gate valve assembly to a closed-cycle helium expan¬

sion cryostat. The furnace was detachable from the cryostat

after deposition to allow cleanup during spectroscopic

analysis, affording a more rapid turn-around time between
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experiments. Attempts to isolate samples using the first

furnace were unsuccessful because of a relatively long

deposition distance of ten inches between the Knudsen cell

and sample window, and because radiative heat flux from the

Knudsen cell allowed aggregation of sample molecules during

isolation. Both problems were resolved by construction of

the more compact system illustrated in Figure 7. The cell

assembly consisted of 1.00" tungsten or tantalum Knudsen

cells mounted by tantalum straps and copper screws on two

water-cooled copper electrodes, as shown in Figure 8. A

heat shield constructed by soldering copper plates to either

side of a spiral of water-cooled copper tubing was placed

immediately in front of the Knudsen cell. While sample

molecules could pass through the 1/8" holes in the heat

shield to strike any area of the sample window, the shield

intercepted most of the radiative heat flux from the cell.

The distance between the Knudsen cell and the sample window

was only 3.5" for the second furnace. The disadvantage of

the compact furnace was that the furnace was no longer

isolable from the sample window during the experiment.

The Knudsen cell was heated resistively by passing up

to 300 A of current at 10 V through the copper electrodes.

Significant heating occurred only in the thin-walled Knudsen

cell due to the inverse dependence of resistance on the

cross-sectional area of the conductor system. Cell-surface

temperature measurements were accomplished by raising the

magnetic shutter colljnear with the viewport window and

Knudsen cell. A Leeds-and-Worthrup optical pyrometer was



Figure7.DiagramoffurnaceandcryostatregionoftheMCDmatrix isolationapparatus. A.Viewport B.Magneticshutter C.Vacuumport D.Water-cooledelectrodes E.Cellassembly F.Water-cooledfurnace heatshield

G.Raregasinlet H.Cryostatshroud I.Cryostatheatshield (77°K)
J.Fullyrotatablecryostat (notshowninfull)

K.Samplewindow
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cellassemblyusedforsamplevaporization.
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employed in all cell temperature measurements, which were

subsequently corrected for emissivity of the Knudsen cell.

The furnace and cryostat were pumped through a 2"

vacuum port by a 2" Consolidated Vacuum Corporation diffu¬

sion pump charged with Dow Corning 7C4 silicone diffusion

pump oil. Vacuum components are diagrammed in Figure 9.

A stainless steel vacuum trap between the furnace and diffu¬

sion pump allowed maintenance of a system pressure at or

below 10-0 torr for 20 hr with the addition of 3 1 of

liquid nitrogen. A 2" CVC gate valve isolated the diffusion

pump and cold trap from the furnace during cleanup and

rough pumping. Rough pumping to a pressure of less than

200 y was performed by bypassing the diffusion pump with a

1/4" copper line to the fore pump of the system. A 1/4"

control valve in the roughing line allowed slow initial

pumpdown in order to avoid blowout of the sample from the

Knudsen cell. A single thermocouple gauge at the intersec¬

tion of the roughing line and the high-pressure port of the

diffusion pump was used to monitor the progress of rough

pumping, or to ensure that back pressure was less than 20 y

when the diffusion pump was open to the furnace. An ioni¬

zation gauge mounted between the furnace and gate valve

monitored system pressure between 10“3 and 10“7 torr while

the diffusion pump was in operation. Both the ionization

and thermocouple gauges were operated by a Granville-Pnillips

Series 270 Gauge Controller. The ultimate pressure of the

vacuum system was 4 X 10"7 torr with the liquid nitrogen

trap filled and the furnace off.



Figure9.Vacuumsystemforthematrixisolationapparatus. 1.

Tofurnace

6.

Diffusionpump

2.

Ionizationgauge

7 .

Highpressureportvalve
3.

Gatevalve

8.

Thermocouplegauge

4.

Liquidnitrogentrap
9.

Bypasslinevalve

5 .

Baffle

10.

Toforepump
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Sample molecules effusing from the Knudsen cell passed

through the furnace heat shield and impinged on the sample

window with an excess of molecules from the matrix gas inlet.

The sample window was a 1" diameter, 1/4" thick CaF2 window
tightly sealed by indium gaskets within an oxygen-free

copper window-holder. The window-holder was connected by a

1/4"-28 screw and an indium gasket to the second stage of a

Displex R CS 202 Closed-Cycle Helium Cryostat which had a

temperature range of 10°K to 300°K. The temperature was

controlled by a 10 W, variable duty cycle heater attached to

the cold tip. The sample window was surrounded by a heat

shield maintained at 77°K to reduce radiative heat reaching

the window. Three holes in the heat shield allowed sample

deposition and spectroscopic access. Suprasil-1 quartz

windows (2" diameter) were attached to three sides of the

cryostat shroud by O-ring seals. The remaining side of the

shroud was connected by a stainless steel flange and O-ring

seal to the evaporation furnace. A Kp/Au -0.07 at. % Fe

thermocouple was mounted at the bottom of the sample window-

holder to provide an upper-limit measurement of the sample

temperature. A temperature gradient of 2°K was observed

between the top and bottom of the window-holder. The cryo¬

stat was mounted to allow rotation by 90° in either direc¬

tion after sample deposition in order to perform spectro¬

scopic experiments on the sample.

The rare gas inlet system is shown in Figure 10. Ace
p

Glass Company Teflon valves with O-ring seals were

employed in the glass line. A Hoke 1/4" stainless steel



Figure10.Raregasinletsystem. 1.Todiffusionpump 2.Liquidnitrogentrap 3.Reservoirbulbs 4.Ionizationgauge 5.Mercurymanometer
6.Raregascylinder 7.Liquidnitrogentrap 8.Toinletnozzle 9.Gasmeteringvalve
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needle valve controlled rare gas loading into the system. A

Nupro 1/4" Extra Fine Metering Valve controlled gas flow to

the inlet nozzle. The three-liter reservoir bulbs made it

possible to store two different matrix gases at once,

increasing efficiency of gas-loading procedures. Gas flow

rates were measured by pressure changes observed in a

mercury sidearm manometer. Before gas loading, the system

was baked at about 60°C under high vacuum for several days

until a pressure below 1 X 10-6 torr was observed on the

attached ion gauge. Gas flowing from the manifold was

passed through a liquid nitrogen trap and into the sample

system through stainless steel tubing.

The primary consideration in operation of the matrix-

isolation apparatus was the prevention of atmospheric or

water leaks into the system. During construction, component

parts were separately checked for leaks with a CVC MS-9

Helium Leak Detector. The entire system was examined with

the leak detector after major modifications. The only

recurrent leaks encountered after cleanup and reassembly

v/ere in the Suprasil window O-ring seals and the flange seal

at the rear of the furnace. These leaks were generally

detected by spraying acetone on the suspect seal and noting

pressure drops in the ionization gauge signal.

Spectroscopic Apparatus

Components comprising a double-beam absorption spec¬

trometer or, with minor modifications, a magnetic circular

dichroism spectrometer were mounted on a pair of 31 X 4 1
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aluminum tables constructed so that power supplies and pumps

could be easily mounted beneath the work surface. Pump

vibration was reduced by foam rubber and styrofoam insula¬

tion .

Optical Train for Absorption Experiments

Optical elements were positioned so that the sample

light beam travelled a path collinear with the sample window

and parallel to, but 15 1/4" above, the work surface.

Figure 11 is a diagram of the optical train for the absorp¬

tion experiment. The source employed in most MOD and

absorption experiments was a Varian Associates 300-watt
ft

Eimac A high-pressure xenon lamp. This lamp was chosen

because of the high radiant flux and the well-collimated

beam provided by a parabolic reflector built into the lamp

housing. Ozone generated by the ultraviolet output of the

lamp was removed from the laboratory by a fan and duct

system mounted above the enclosed source area. The output

of the lamp was adequate for spectroscopy between 2500 and
°

8500 A, but xenon emission lines caused some signal-handling
O

problems, especially between 7500 and 8500 A. In some

experiments an Osram 55 W tungsten lamp was used to measure

. . O

spectra in the region above 7000 A.
£

The unfocused~ output of the Eimac lamp entered a

Spex 3/4 m Czerny-Turner Spectrometer with a 1200 line/mm
O

grating blazed at 3000 A and an aperture of f/6.8. The

spectrometer was generally operated with a band pass of 1.5

to 3.0 since Ar and Kr matrices rarely had spectral fine



Figure11.OPTICALTRAINFORABSORPTIONEXPERIMENTS 1.
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Figure12
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structure resolvable below 2 A. Output from the monochro¬

mator was collimated by a quartz lens and divided by a

double chopping wheel into a sample and reference beam. The

reference beam was reflected by two Edmund Scientific alumi¬

nized front-surface mirrors around the cryostat and into the

detector. The sample beam passed directly through the

cryostat and sample to the detector.

The detector used in all experiments was an EMI 9683QB

photomultiplier tube enclosed in a FACT-50 cooled housing.

The response curve of the tube followed the extended S-20

range so that the tube was adequate for detection of signals

over a spectral range of 2000-8500 Á. The signal was

preamplified to give a voltage output for the reference and

sample signals in the absorption experiment.

Optical Train for MCD Experiments

The optical train for the MCD experiment is shown in

Figure 12. Light from the monochromator was collimated by

an f/7 quartz cylindrical lens positioned 7" from the exit

slit of the monochromator. The beam was then polarized by a

Glan-Thomson prism oriented at 45° to the optic axes of a

PEM-3 photoelastic modulator manufactured by Morvue Elec¬

tronic Systems. The resultant beam from the operating

modulator was a 50 HKz signal alternating between LCPL and

RCPL. The circularly polarized light passed down the axis

of an Alpha Model 4600 electromagnet which had a 4" adjust¬

able pole force gap. The magnet was mounted by open ball

bushings on case-hardened steel tracks so that it could be
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moved easily into a position collinear with the center of the

sample window for MCD experiments. The absorption reference

beam mirrors and chopping wheel were removed for the MCD

experiments. Components in the MCD optical train were

aligned so that no signal was detected by the lock-in ampli¬

fier without a matrix sample present.

Absorption Signal Handling

A diagram of the signal-handling electronics for

absorption experiments is given in Figure 13. The preampli¬

fied voltage output of the photomultiplier tube was fed to

two phase-sensitive detectors. An Ithaco Model 353 Phase-

Lock Amplifier detected the reference signal at 150 Hz while

an Ithaco Dynatrac 391A Lock-In Amplifier detected the

270 Hz sample signal. Both amplifiers were supplied with

appropriate reference signals from the chopping wheel. The

outputs of the phase-sensitive detectors were converted to

log form and subtracted by a Semiconductor Circuits Inc. Log

Amplifier giving an absorbance output in the range 0.0 to

1.0. A Texas Instruments potentiometric recorder and a

microcomputer interface recorded the output from the Log

Amplifier. The computer interface contained a Date! EK8B

analog-to-digital converter set to digitize the absorbance

signal for storage on cassette tape by a Commodore PET-2001

microprocessor. The interface also allowed computer control

of the monochromator stepping motor sc that the entire

spectrum of a sample could be obtained under program control.
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Figure13
Schematicdiagramofabsorptionelectronics
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MCD Signal Handling

Signal-handling electronics for the MCD experiment are

diagrammed in Figure 14. The non-amplified voltage output

of the photomultiplier tube consisted of a 50 KHz AC compo¬

nent superimposed on a DC level proportional to the source

intensity and the sample absorbance. The DC component was

maintained at a constant value by passing the DC level to a

feedback loop. An error amplifier read the difference

between the desired DC level set by the operator and the

actual DC output of the PM tube. This difference voltage

was used to control the output from a Bertan PMT-20

programmable high-voltage power supply to the PM tube. The

resultant constant-voltage DC signal level compensated for

variations in lamp intensity and sample absorbance.

The MCD signal was detected by the Ithaco Model 353

Phase-Lock Amplifier which was locked into a 50 KHz refer¬

ence signal from the PEM-3 modulator power supply. The

bipolar output of the phase-sensitive detector was shifted

by a constant positive voltage level to allow sample digiti

zation by the computer interface and output by the potentio

metric recorder. The computer controlled the monochromator

stepping motor as in the absorption experiment, but in the

MCD experiments the computer also provided the appropriate

voltage level to the modulator for quarter-wave retardation

at each wavelength during the scan. The maximum storage

capability of the computer was 2,000 data points for both

MCD and absorption scans. Since the points were taken at



Figure14.SchematicdiagramofMCDelectronics
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each integral wavelength, the MCD or absorption spectrum of

a sample from 2500 A to 8500 Ü required three tape cassette

data files. The reader is referred to the Ph.D. disserta-

2 6
tion of Powell for a thorough treatment of computer

programs for data collection and analysis.



CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Introduction

In this section the general experimental procedure

followed in obtaining a matrix-isolated sample and per¬

forming spectroscopic analysis on the sample will be

presented. Calibration experiments performed on the appa¬

ratus also will be discussed. Specific experimental details

for particular molecular species studied will be presented

with the discussion of those systems.

Matrix Isolation Procedure

Fresh tungsten or tantalum Knudsen cells were outgassed

at 2200°C for 1/2 hr to release interstitial hydrogen trapped

in the metal lattice during reductive extrusion. The outgas-

sing was accompanied by a considerable pressure rise in the

system. The outgassed cell was loaded through the cell effu¬

sion hole with the chosen metal oxide. During attachment of

the ceil assembly, the effusion hole of the cell was aligned

with the 1/8" holes in the furnace heat shield. Cleaning

procedures during cell loading included washing all windows

in the vacuum system and removal of dust and films from metal

surfaces in the system with tissues soaked in acetone.

59
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Whenever O-ring seals were uncoupled during loading, the

O-rings were regreased with Apiezon 1ST vacuum grease. Fol¬

lowing reassembly of the vacuum system, the diffusion pump

was isolated by closing the valve on the high pressure port,

and the bypass line valve was opened far enough to make pump

gurgling audible. Very little sample escaped from the Knud-

sen cell if rough pumping was carried out over a period of 5

to 10 min. After the system pressure was below 200 u, the

high pressure port valve of the diffusion pump was reopened.

The bypass valve was then closed, and the CVC gate valve was

opened gradually so that the thermocouple gauge pressure on

the high pressure side of the diffusion pump did not exceed

200 u. With the gate valve fully open, system pressure was

observed on the ion gauge controller. When the pressure

dropped below 3 X10-5 torr, the liquid nitrogen trap was

filled. After ensuring that water was flowing in all system

cooling lines and that the cryostat sample window was not

turned toward the furnace, the operator gradually increased

the temperature of the Knudsen cell, ensuring that the system

pressure did not rise above 2 X10-5 torr. This gradual pre¬

heating of the Knudsen cell prevented the loss of sample

which had been observed in early experiments.

Preheating of the Knudsen cell to operating temperature

eliminated adsorbed species in the sample, allowed reduction

of the sample to a thermodynamically stable form, and served

to clean furnace surfaces exposed to radiation from the cell.

The cell was then cooled to 300°C and left at that tempera¬

ture overnight. The sample window was turned to allow the
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observation of the Knudsen cell. Alignment was considered

satisfactory if the effusion hole of the cell could be seen

along the entire circumference of the sample window.

On the morning of the experimental run, the Knudsen

cell temperature was gradually increased to within 200°C of

R fthe deposition temperature. The Displex compressor was

then turned on, and the Knudsen cell temperature was

increased to operating temperature while the cryostat cooled

to deposition temperature in a period of 1 hr. The Knudsen

cell temperature was decreased by 100°C, and the sample

window was rotated to the deposition position. The host gas

line vacuum trap was filled with liquid nitrogen, and the

host gas was deposited for 10 min before the Knudsen cell

temperature was once again increased to the desired operating

temperature. Knudsen cell operating temperatures were

employed which allowed deposition of a suitable sample

matrix in a period of 1 hr or less. Rare gas flow rates

were generally in the range of 1 to 3 mmol/hr. Higher flow

rates resulted in considerable polarization scrambling in

MCD experiments and scattering losses in absorption experi¬

ments, which decreased observable signals. The host:guest

ratios in all matrices were estimated to be above 1000:1.

Spectroscopic Analysis

After deposition was complete the sample window was

rotated by 90°, and sample and reference beams were aligned

for absorption spectroscopy. The sample beam was adjusted so

that the light did not pass through the area of the matrix
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where the host gas nozzle blocked sample deposition. The

PET computer operating program was loaded, and an absorption

spectrum was run over the spectral region of interest. If

necessary, a subsequent deposition was performed to give

maximum absorbance bands in the range of 0.5 to 0.95. The

spectroscopic apparatus was then modified so that a prelimi¬

nary MCD spectrum could be taken. The optical components

were adjusted so that a maximum DC output level could be

obtained. The spectrum was then scanned manually, and the

lock-in amplifier sensitivity and feedback voltage level were

adjusted so that the largest MCD peak was near full-scale on

the chart-recorder. The MCD spectrum was then recorded

under computer control. All MCD and absorption spectra

taken with aid of the computer were stored on cassette tapes

for later analysis.

Subsequent to preliminary experiments the Ar matrix

samples were annealed at 30-33°K for at least 1/2 hr. Post¬

annealing MCD spectra were taken at 14°K and 24°K for mole¬

cules with no temperature dependent bands and at intervals

of 2-3°K between 14°K and 25°K for molecules in which CQ

terms were observed. The zero-field spectrum and calibra¬

tion factors were obtained to complete the MCD analysis.

Post-annealing absorption spectra at 14°K and 24°K were then

recorded and stored. While recording of spectra was

generally not completed until 18-20 hr after completion of

the deposit, no impurity bands were ever observed to develop

in MCD or absorption spectra after the initial deposition.
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Calibration Procedures

Monochromator

Before experimental study of any systems was commenced,

the calibration of the monochromator was checked by obser¬

ving the wavelength of lines from a 4 W Spectra-Physics

Argon Ion Laser. The wavelengths for all lines observed
. . 0

were within 0.5 A of known values. In a separate experiment

it was noted that wavelengths measured for absorption peaks

depended on the direction of scan, even at slow scan rates.

The variation was caused by backlash in the stepping gear

assembly leading to deviations of up to 1 Á in observed peak

positions. The backlash error was systematized by always

recording spectra while scanning from long to short wave¬

lengths .

Magnet

The magnetic field of the electromagnet was calibrated

with a F. W. Bell Model 640 Gaussmeter. Field measurements

were made with a pole face gap of 2.5" which was maintained

in all MCD experiments. A plot of field intensity vs. power

supply current is given in Figure 15. MCD spectra were

recorded at the maximum field of 5.5 kG. The residual field

observed between the pole faces with the magnet power supply

off was 62 G. "Zero-field" baseline values were thus actu¬

ally taken under the slight residual field. In some experi¬

ments the strongest MCD peaks could be observed during the

"zero-field" scan if the lock-in amplifier was placed on a



Figure15.Calibrationcurveformagneticfield strength.Thepolefacegapofthe magnetwasmaintainedat2.5inches.
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high sensitivity scale. There was some concern that photo¬

multiplier efficiency would be affected by the magnetic

field at the end of the magnet during MCD runs. At full

power the field was observed to vary from 150 G at 0.5" from

the magnet to 19 G, 6" away. The face of the detector was

placed 4" from the end of the magnet where the field

strength was 38 G. The DC component of the photomultiplier

output with field on was less than 5% lower than with the

field off; the detector performance was considered adequate

without further modification.

Calibration of MCD Data

In order to calibrate the intensity of MCD transitions

the complex salt [Co(en) ]Cl•(d-tartrate) was chosen as a

standard. The salt was synthesized according to the proce-

27
dure of Broomhead et al. The measured specific rotation

[a ] was 103° as reported by Broomhead. The circular

dichroism and absorption spectra were measured by McCaffery
23

and Mason. For the prominent band with absorption maximum

at 4690 A and CD maximum at 4930 A, the value of AA /A
max max

29
was found to be 0.0225. Following the procedure of Tacón

a solution of the standard was prepared that had a measured
O

absorbance of 1.00 at 4690 A. Each time a matrix sample was

studied by MCD, the AA/yV was applicable to all spectra

taken at the same DC feedback voltage as the calibration

solution. During early experiments it was verified that

changes of sensitivity between the scales 10, 30, 100, and
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300 yV of the Ithaco lock-in amplifier did not introduce

significant error in the measurements.

The final factor necessary in measurement of the MCD

spectra was the determination of the zero-field line for the

spectrum. Ideally, under zero-field conditions all differ¬

ential absorbance should disappear. Deviation from AA = 0

could be caused by birefringence in optical components

between the modulator and the photocathode of the detector

or by the presence of an optically active sample such as the

calibration solution. Considerable birefringence was

observed in the zero-field spectra of matrices prepared in

early experiments. A procedure was devised whereby the

origin of the birefringence problem could be traced. An

analyzing polarizer was placed immediately before the

detector and oriented at 90° to the polarizer. With the

optical components of the MCD experiment in place, the maxi-
. . . O

mum birefringence signal was 3yV at 3800 A. The magnitude

of the signal was continually measured as the quartz sample

window was cooled to operating temperature; the amplitude

increased to 160 yV at 14°K. Therefore, the birefringence

arose from strain developing in the quartz sample window

upon cooling. When a CaF0 sample window was used instead of

quartz, the maximum birefringence observable at 14°K

decreased by 97% to 5 yV. The small strain birefringence of

CaF0 was surprising since both CaF2 and quartz are employed
as modulator materials. The development of strain bire¬

fringence in quartz at low temperatures also has been noted

. _ 30
by Denning.
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With the CaF2 window MCD spectra showed no birefringent
interference. Digitized zero-field values varied by less

than 1% over the spectral range studied for most systems.

In calibration of digitized MCD spectra it proved convenient

to simply subtract a single digital zero field value from

all stored MCD data values to obtain bipolar digital inten¬

sity values. The conversion of stored digital values to

units of AA was then straightforward.

AA 0.0225 fS(s)l 'lA(s) - IA(z)'
(S (c) J IA (c) - IA (z)

where

(48)

S(s) = amplifier sensitivity scale of sample

S (c) = amplifier sensitivity scale of calibration
solution.

Ix(s) = digital MCD value of sample at wavelength X
I, (z) = digital MCD value of zero-field at wave¬

length A.

I, (c) = digital MCD value of calibration solution
at 4930 Á.

Calibration of Absorption Data

The log amplifier was adjusted in a region of no sample

absorption to give an output of 0.0 on the chart recorder.

The output voltage was then set to give a full scale reading

for a matrix absorbance of 1.0. A solution sample of

[Co (en) ] *C1(d-tartrate) with a known absorbance of 1.0 at

4690 A verified the calibration of the log amplifier.

Actual absorbance values for the sample were affected by the
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amount of scattering by the matrix, which increased with

photon energy as expected.



CHAPTER V

MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM OF GROUP IVB OXIDES

Introduction

The diatomic oxides of Group IV B are among the most

thoroughly studied of all transition metal molecules. While

the thermochemical and spectroscopic behavior of TiO has re¬

ceived the most attention, ZrO and HfO are well-characterized

considering the difficulties involved in their production.

An approximate molecular orbital (MO) diagram for TiO based

on the ligand field approach is shown in Figure 16. Ab initio
31 32

calculations by Carlson and Moser and Carlson and Nesbit

have indicated that valence electrons adopt a 6c configura¬

tion because large 6 repulsion energy prevents electron

pairing. The 6 electron is localized on the Ti atom while

the a electron density is predominantly on the O atom, as

33
shown m a later study by Carlson and Moser on the isoelec-

tronic molecule ScF. The electronic ground state must be

either 3A or 1A based on the calculated electron configuration.

Matrix isolation experiments on TiO, ZrO and HfO by Weltner
34 3

and McLeod confirm the ground state assignment as A^_ based
on the comparison of the ground state vibrational frequency

with the value for the JA state observed in the gas phase and
3 3 3

on the observed energies of excited A, § and II states.

70
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Ti ATOM TiO O ATOM

Figure 16. Approximate molecular orbital
diagram for TiO.
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In the cases of ZrO and HfO, however, similar comparisons

lead to the assignment of 1E+ as the ground state of both

molecules. In the heavier oxides it appears that electron

correlation effects cause a reversal in the positions of the

valence 6 and a orbitals with a resulting ground state elec-
2

tron configuration of a for ZrO and HfO.

Brewer and Green summarized the early work on the isoe-
. 35lectronic series ScF, TiO and ZrO in 1969. Their analysis

correlates the known experimental band positions with those
31-33calculated by Carlson et al. The transitions in the

three molecules are shown to occur with approximately the same

energy ordering. Matrix isolation has been very useful in

establishing the relative ordering of the states because the

inversion of ground states allows the observation of both

singlet and triplet manifolds in the isoelectronic series.

16 17Photoluminescence studies on TiO and ZrO have proposed

values for the separation energies of the singlet and triplet

manifolds in these molecules. The 1A state of TiO is proposed

to be 3500 cm-1 above the 3A state based on an observed tran-
r

sition from the b n state to the X 3A state. The 3A state
r

of ZrO is proposed to be 1650 cm-1 above the 1E + ground state.

Predicted MCD of TiO, ZrO and HfO

The observation of forbidden transitions in absorption

by the MCD technique would serve to confirm the proposals of

Brom and Broida^ and greatly aid in the calculation of sta¬

tistical weights of various states in high temperature

studies. Predicted excited states resulting from electronic
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excitation for TiO, ZrO and HfO are shown in order of in¬

creasing energy in Table l.34 One may easily calculate the

MCD terms for allowed transitions to the various excited

states. Assuming case(a) coupling for all three oxides,

transitions allowed for TiO are shown in Figure 17, and those

allowed for ZrO and HfO are shown in Figure 13. In TiO pos-

itive A1 terms are calculated for both the nQ ■*- A and
3 3 3 3

i>2 A1 transitions, while the A^ +■ A transition is
allowed in ZFA but not MCD. In ZrO and HfO 1IT 1Z + bands

are allowed in MCD. Transitions to other states are not

allowed in case (a) coupling but 3n «- Z transitions may

occur in MCD if coupling approaches case(c) for the heavier

oxides since the ZÍÜ =A1 selection rule would be obeyed. The

spectra of the major band systems for the Group IVB oxides

are presented here to demonstrate the validity of the predic¬

tions and to enlighten later discussion of the Group VB

oxides. A detailed analysis of the experimental conditions,

peak positions, and fine details of observed spectra is
26

given by Powell.

Observed Spectra of TiO

The ZFA and MCD spectra of TiO isolated in Ar at 14°K

are shown in Figure 19. The assigned transitions indicated
34follow those of Weltner and McLeod. The appearance of

3 3positive A.^ terms for transitions to H and $ excited
states confirms the previous assignments. The weak bands

seen to the red of all vibrational bands for TiO are appar¬

ently due to another species since they are
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TABLE 1

Excited States of TiO, ZrO and HfOa

Configuration Excited States

TiO [ground state JA (6a) ]

6a 1A (low-lying)
2 1 +

a E (low-lying)

an* 3n, 1i[
6n* 3$, 1<i>, 3n, 1n

6a* 3A , XA
r

aa* 3e+, 1e+
6 2 3V- lv+ lr

ZrO and HfO [ground state 1E'(a2)]

n4aó 3A , "A (low
r

-lying)

n4an* 3n , 1n
r

n4aa * 3e+, 1e+
n 3a2 5 3$, 1$, 3n, 1J[

il3a2n* 3a, xa, 3e+, xs + , V,
n3a2a* 3n., Ln

a
W. Weltner, Jr. and D. McLeod, Jr.^



Figure 17. Allowed MCD transitions of
TiO in case (a). For both
the 3no x- 3Ax and 3$2 ^ 3^i
transitions, the calculated
value of A-^/Pq is +6.
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Figure 18. Allowed MCD transitions
ZrO and HfO in case (a).
The calculated value of

A1/C>o is +8.
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Figure19.ZFA(below)andMCD(above) spectraofTiOisolatedin anArmatrixat14°K.
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temperature-dependent C6terms. The strength of the subsidi¬

ary bands is proportional to the magnitude of Ti atom peaks
2 6

observed in the UV. Powell investigates the possibility that

the subsidiary peaks may be assigned to either TiO , (TiO)

or Ti***TiO. It is of particular interest that a close

examination of the spectra taken by Weltner and McLeod
3 6

reveals the presence of the same peaks.

The absence of any MCD bands for the a system indicates

that TiO is best described by a case (a) coupling scheme.

The appearance of A terms is expected if the coupling of

angular momenta is intermediate between case (a) and case(c).

Observed Spectra of ZrO

The ZFA and MCD spectra of ZrO isolated in Ar at 14°K

are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21, respectively. The
_ O

band system starting at 3578 A was identified by Weltner as

the A1£+-*-X1Z+ system while the systems at 6633 A and

6024 A were tentatively assigned to 1IT 1£+ transitions."^
37

Balfour and Tatum have since confirmed the existence of a

1 0
II gas phase system with a (0,0) band head at 6495 A while

3 8
Phillips and Davis have identified a new gas phase singlet

system at 5360 A. The matrix MCD results confirm the
O

assignment of Phillips and Davis for the system at 6024 A,

and those of Weltner for the other two systems. A 8Q term

is observed for the lower energy 1E+ excited state which

probably arises from field-induced mixing with the nearby 1IT
. . . . 0

state. The MCD transitions m the region 3500-4000 A are

CQ terms resulting from transitions in Zr atoms.



Figure20.ZFAspectrumofZrOisolated inArat14°K.
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Figure21.MCDspectrumofZrOisolated inArat14°K.
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Observed Spectra of HfO

The ZFA and MCD spectra of HfO isolated in Ar at 14°K

are shown in Figure 22. The band systems assignments follow
34 39

those of Weltner and McLeod and Edvinsson and Nylen.

The MCD spectra confirm the previous assignments by the

appearance of A terms for the D and E bonds and the absence

of MCD for the F and G systems. The A term of the E system

is much broader and weaker than that of the D system because

the absorption bands are so broad. The derivative of the

absorption line shape changes slowly with wavelength. When
5 f

this factor of equation (22), is included, the resultant

A1 term is expected to be weak. The broad negative Cq term
observed at 3400 A is possibly a transition of HfO .



Figure 22. ZFA and MCD spectra of
HfO isolated in Ar at 14°K.
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CHAPTER VI

MCD OF VANADIUM MONOXIDE

Introduction

The ground state of vanadium monoxide has been estab-
4 - 40

lished as E by the matrix ESR experiments of Kasai, in
41

confirmation of db calculations by Carlson and Moser.
42

Also, VO has been observed in Type M stars. The approximate

molecular orbital diagram for VO is similar to that given for
4 -

NbO in Figure 29. The ground state Z corresponds to a

2
valence electron configuration 6 a, where the a electron den¬

sity is greatest on the oxygen atom and 6 electrons are local-
41

lzed m the nonbonding 3d orbitals of the vanadium atom.
4 3 44

In early gas phase analyses by Lagerqvist and Selin, '

three band systems are observed in the green, red and infra-
45

red regions. Weltner reports another system in the blue,
46

and Briggs and Kemp have proposed a possible system in the

ultraviolet region. The energies and present assignments of

these systems are given in Table 2. The identification of

matrix vibrational bands in the infrared system is uncertain
1 0

because they have been observed only for V“ 0 by Weltner.
47

Veseth has recently published an analysis of spectra
4 4 - 4 8

of the B II«- X E system taken by Richards and Barrow.
4

He observes that the v' = 0 level of the H state is

89



TABLE2

ObservedBandSystemsofVO
System

Assignment

ObservedBands(v')
A(Á)Gas

O

A(A)NeonMatrix

Infrared

A(?)XV

0

10,500b

X

8951,8924

X+1

8319,8296

Red

B4n+-X4Z~

0

7973b

7956,7904

1

7428,7329

2

6965,6924

3

6567,6527

4

6217,6178

Green

cV+■XV

0

5739b

5707

1

5441

2

5205

3

4987

4

4791

Blue

D(?)XV

0

4185

1

4044

3

3916

Ultraviolet

(?)

0

3567C

3798

45

aWeltner

4344

bLagerquistandSelin'
46

cBriggsandKemp
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4
perturbed by a nearby E state. Veseth obtains a value of

A for the 4n state of 63 cm-1 and calculates a spin-spin
so

—, 4
splitting term 6e = 9.41 cm 1 for that state. The n state

4 4 4
has four multiplet levels designated IT , IT , II.. and

5/2 3/2 v2
4II . . The energies of these levels in the nonrotating

- v2
47

molecules are given by the equation,

T_ = T + A AE + e [ 3E2 - S(S + 1)] (49)
V eV so

where T = 12,605.6 cm-1 and other quantities are as pre-
e V

4
viously defined. The total separation between the II

^ and
4 i . 4

H . levels is 194 cm m the gas phase. The n and
-v2 3/2

4
E levels of the ground state are also split by spin-spin

and spin-orbit interactions. Veseth calculates a spin-spin
-, 4 -

splitting constant D of 8.22 cm for the E multiplets.

Most of the splitting is proposed to result from the mixing
4 2 4

of E multiplet sublevels with neighboring E and II sublev¬

els having the same value of !). If this is the case, the

ground state wavefunctions include partial character of the

mixing states. The E multiplet is expected to mix with
3/2

4 4 4 4
IT , and the Z multiplet interacts with II , II _ and

3/2 v2 v2 -v2
2

E states. The resulting wavefunctions of the four sub-
X/2

4 -

levels of the E state are linear combinations of the pure

state and mixing state wavefunctions. Adopting the notation
i2S+1 49
I A;AE> after Hougen, the first-order wavefunctions

for the ground state are,
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3/o
= a.

4
Z;0 3/2> + b | II; 1 V2>

4E . = a_ | 4 Z ; 0 -3/2> + b | 4II; -1 -V2>-3/2 2 2

4^1/ = al|4Z;0 V2> + b1|4n;l -V2>
+ c|4n;-l 3/2> + d | 2 Z ; 0 V2>

4Z_1/2 = a1|4Z;0-V2>+b1|Vl V2>
+ c | 4 H; 1 -3/2> + d | 2 Z ; 0 ~V2>

(50)

where a, b, c and d are undetermined mixing coefficients.

The magnitude of mixing is inversely proportional to the

difference in energy of the mixing states and the ground
41 2

state. Carlson and Moser predict that the Z1 state is/2
close in energy to the ground state so that the perturbation

4 2Of the Z., multiplet may be mostly from I, .

v2 ^

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure essentially followed that

outlined in Chapter IV. The Knudsen cells employed were

either tungsten or tantalum cylinders (wall thickness =

0.015") with tantalum end caps. After initial outgassing

the cells were loaded with a mixture of V2C>5 (Spex, 99.9+%)
and vanadium metal (Spex, 99.9%). Depositions were made at

Knudsen cell surface temperatures of 1800-1900°C. Tantalum

cells were rapidly decomposed at operating temperature.

There were also oxidation problems with tungsten cells,

including formation of (wo3)n polymer films on the surface
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of the cell which sometimes blocked the effusion orifice.

It was found necessary to enlarge the orifice to obtain

successful depositions. As in other experiments an argon

deposition rate of 2-3 mmol/hr was maintained. Matrices of

VO had a reddish-brown color increasing in intensity with

the deposition time.

Since a temperature-dependent MCD was observed, spectra

were taken at intervals of 2-3°K between 14°K and 26°K.

40
Kasai reported that VO apparently deposited preferentially

in an orientation perpendicular to the matrix window. No

effect on observed spectra was obtained upon rotation of the

window by 30° in either direction. Interference by the

cryostat heat shield prevented a more thorough investigation

of geometric effects on the spectra of VO.

Predicted MCD of VO

The allowed MCD transitions for VO are shown in

Figure 23. MCD transitions are not expected between pure

ground and excited Z states because of the selection rule

AM^ = ±1, as demonstrated by the MCD spectra of ZrO and HfO
in Chapter V.

4
Transitions to the B II state are allowed m both MCD

and ZFA. In fact, spin degenerate, crbitally nondegenerate
2 3 4

ground states such as “Z, Z, Z, etc. present a particularly

interesting case for study by MCD. In contrast to MCD from

nondegenerate ororbitally degenerate ground states, transi¬

tions from spin degenerate Z states are allowed to all II

muitipiets. The resulting MCD for IT-*-Z transitions is a



Figure 23. MCD transitions allowed
for VO and NbO in Hund's
case(a).
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characteristic set of alternating-sign CQ terms which are

separated by the spin-orbit coupling of the excited state

multiplets. Such an effect has been observed by Douglas6 in

the case of the 00 molecule, which has a 3E ground state.

Another interesting effect for spin degenerate E states is

the separation of E multiplets of different values of by

the spin-spin splitting constant 2D. The effect is analogous

to the spin-orbit splitting of orbitally degenerate states

except that generally D is much smaller than AgQ in a par¬
ticular molecule. The higher energy multiplets are thus

still populated even at low temperatures; this is why more

2S + 1transitions may be observed for E states.

4 „ -The actual distribution of populations of the E sub-

levels in VO is of particular interest. Given the gas state

value for 2D of 8.22 cm-1 and a magnetic field splitting of

0.784 cm-1 for the 4E multiplet and 0.261 cm-1 for the
V2

4
E multiplet in a field of 5500 gauss, it is obvious that

^
4the prediction of transitions to the B n state in VO may

not be calculated solely on the basis of the parametric MOD

equation. The Taylor's series expansion of the Boltzmann

exponential factor mentioned in Chapter II depends on the

approximation that AE between ground state sublevels is much

less than kT. This is not the case in VO. Calculation of

4 4 -the population-weighted CQ terms for the B IT X E system

are presented in the discussion section of this chapter.

As a first approximation, the parametric equation is
C

employed to calculate values of fP- for the B system. TheuO
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calculated values show the expected alternation of sign for
4

transitions to different H multiplets.

Transition

4

4
n

V2

4

C0
VZ (approximate)

-33

-3

+ 3

+33

4 4
Since the spacing between II and II levels is

5/2 -V2
i 4 4

194 cm in the gas phase, the MCD of the B HX Z system

is expected to be a vibrational progression consisting of

overlapping -CQ terms with a total separation of ~200 cm-1

between the positive and negative lobes. Similar progres¬

sions should be observed for the infrared and blue systems
4

if they involve transitions to II excited states.

Observed Spectra of VO

The observed ZFA spectra of VO in the regions of the
4 - 4 - 4 4-

C Z *■ X Z and B H X Z transitions are shown in

Figures 24 and 25, respectively. In comparison with the
45

neon matrix spectra of Weltner, the bands are broad and
4 4 -

weak, particularly in the B n «- X Z system. In contrast

the MCD spectra of the same regions, shown in Figures 26 and

27, are quite strong. The sharp bands seen at 4720 Á and



Figure 24. The ZFA spectrum of VO in
Ar at 14°K _in the region
of the C4 E X4 Z"
transition.
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700075008000 O

Wavelength(A)
TheZFAspectrumofVOintheArat14°Kinthe A■*-x4EandB4nX4Etransitions.
Figure25.
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Figure26.
TheMCDspectrumofVOinArat14°Kand24°Kin theregionoftheC4E~ X4S“ transition.
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TheMCDspectrumofVOinArat14°Kand249Kin theregionoftheA•<-X4£andBn+■XE transition.
Figure27.
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4920 A are vanadium atom lines. No bands attributable to

the blue or ultraviolet systems are observed in either MCD

or ZFA spectra.

As shown in Figure 26, there is a negative CQ term
4 - 4 -

associated with the C T. X E system m the region

5000 A - 5800 A, in contradiction of the pure state predic-
4 4 -

tion. The MCD of the B II X E region does show the

expected progression of alternating sign Cq terms, but other
systems apparently interfere in this region. Bands possibly

related to the A «-X 4E system appear as negative 8Q peaks

(no temperature variation). Peak positions for the observed

bands are presented in Table 3. The vibrational progression

reported for the B state is based on the zero-crossings of

positive and negative lobes of the relevant C0 terms for

reasons discussed later in the text. The separations of

positive and negative lobes of the B system are given in

Table 4.

Discussion

The argon matrix absorption spectra are too broad and

weak to allow complete moments calculations on MCD transi¬

tions in VO. Uncertainty in the baseline and overlapping

peaks cause too much inherent error.^ It is possible,

however, to manipulate the integrated areas of CQ terms for
the B state to obtain some additional information with

regard to the observed transitions.



TABLE3

ObservedMCDBandsofVOinAr
'stem

ObservedBand(0,v')
A(A)

v'(cm1)

A

X+1

8350

11976(30)

X+2

7773

12865(30)

B

0

7925

12618(10)

1

7396

13521(10)

2

6934

14422(10)

3

6528

15319(10)

B'

0

8090

12361(30)

1

7560

13226(20)

2

7107

14071(20)

3

6704

14916(30)

C

0

5784

17289(50)

1

5514

18136(50)

2

5274

18961(50)

3

5057

19775(50)

AG,i.(v+l)
(cm"1)

889 903 921 877 845 845 865 847 825 814
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TABLE 4

Peak Positions of Positive and Negative Lobes
of the B 4n X 4I Transition

Band MCD Sign X (A) v(cm”1)

0 + 7989 12517 (20)
- 7852 12736 (10)

1 + 7444 13434(10)
- 7335 13633 (10)

2 + 6980 14327 (10)
- 6884 14526 (10)

3 + 6571 15218(20)
- 6494 15399 (20)

The numbers in parentheses are estimated errors of
positions.

Av(cm~1)

219

199

199

181

peak
a
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It should be noted that all peak positions for VO are

taken from the MCD spectra because the observed peaks are

sharper and more intense. The maxima of CQ and 80 terms

coincide with absorption maxima as explained in Chapter II.

The uncertainties of peak positions reported in parentheses

in Tables 3 and 4 are related to the band width, being much
4 - 4 -

greater for the broad CQ terms of the C E *■ X £ transi-
. 4 4 -

tion. The peak positions for the B IT *■ X E system are well

defined because they are taken from the zero-crossings of

the vibrational levels. The zero-crossing wavelengths
4should be the locations of vibrational levels of the B II

state if spin-orbit coupling is ignored, as shown in equa¬

tion 49.

The A State

4 -The presence of bands in the A X E system is indi-
O

cated by the appearance of negative 8Q terms at 8350 A and
O

7773 A. The lack of temperature dependence makes these

bands unique in the spectrum of VO. They appear in approx¬

imately equal intensity with relation to the B system in all

MCD spectra taken for VO. The 8350 A peak is red-shifted by
-1 o 4540 cm from the 8319 A band reported by Weltner in neon.

Such red shifts of peak positions are expected on changing

from a neon to an argon matrix.^ The large vibrational

separation of 889 cm 1 in argon compared to 848 cm 1 in neon

is unexpected, and may indicate that the assignment of these

peaks to the A system is incorrect. The overlap of the
_ O
7773 A peak with negative CQ term of the B system may
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obscure the actual peak position, however. If the observed

80 terms do arise from transitions to the A state, it must

4 2
not be either n or II because alternately-signed C0 terms

would be expected. Also, if the symmetry of the A state is
4 -

S , a CQ term is expected by analogy to the observed MCD of

the C 4Z +-X4£ system.

The B State

The choice of positive lobe peak positions for the
4 4 -

B n +■ X £ system is in some doubt because of the very broad

positive peaks observed. The fact that the reported positive

and negative peaks are separated by an average of 199 cm-1
_ 47

compared to the gas phase value of 194 cm 1 is a strong
4indication that they are the energies of the outer II

5/2
4

and II _ multiplets of the B state. The vibrational
-v2

spacings of ~900 cm-1 compare well with the separations of
-1 45~880 cm m neon matrices.

The greater intensity of positive lobes in the spectrum

may indicate the presence of another state lower in energy
4

than B II but with approximately the same vibrational

spacing. The appearance of separate positive lobes at

higher energy adds weight to this argument. For this reason

the additional positive peaks are reported as the B' system.

If the B' peaks were due to VO trapped in different matrix

sites, one would expect to see accompanying negative lobes

for the site bands. One test of the presence of another

system is to sum the areas of the positive and negative MCD
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in the region of the B system. If the peaks are due only to
4 4transitions between Z and IT states the areas should cancel.

The integrated areas of B system peaks are multiplied by a

factor in ^5— for the center of each band to adjust the
A

values to the appropriate energy scale. The peak areas are

tabulated in two ways in Table 5. The sum of absolute

values of peak areas, E|AA|,is indicative of the overall

intensity of the transition. The sum of signed areas, EAA,

takes into account the cancellation of positive and negative

peak areas. The values for EAA are related to the zeroth

moment of the MCD by a multiplicative scale factor. The

fact that ZAA deviates from zero indicates that an addi¬

tional positive CQ term is present and that the B' peaks may

thus represent transitions to another excited state in VO,

possibly another *E state.

1 .

The plot of £ IAAI against ^ in Figure 28 shows a linear
temperature dependence. The simple temperature dependence

of the B state peak areas is not expected given the proposed

separation of ground state multipiets, as noted in earlier

4discussion. The actual magnitude of transitions from E
V2

4
and Z^ multipiets depends on both the magnitude of transi¬
tion moments for circularly polarized light and the differ¬

ence in populations of the sublevels of each multiplet. Let
C '

us denote by —2— the population-weighted magnitudes of MCD

transitions in the B system.



Areain

2468 IX102(°r1) TemperaturedependenceofCQtermsinthe regionoftheB41I+■X4ZsystemofVO.
Figure28.
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TABLE 5

Integrated Areas of MCD Peaks in the B System

T(°K) E|AA| (in2 x ) ZAA (in2 x ™
A A

14 43.5 6.41

16 39.5 5.83

18 35.1 4.77

20 30.9 2.88

23 27.3 2.84
26 23.5 1.73
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Thus it is seen that,

Transition

4n <- 4Z
5/2 3/2

4n 4s
3/2 V2

4n «- 4z
V2 V2

4n «- 4z
-V2 3/2

Co Co
Vo v0

-36 - 36AN, (T)
3/2

-6 -6 AN (T)
v2

+ 6 + 6AN, (T)
v2

+36 +36AN3 (T)

where AN.. (T) is the difference in population of Zv2 v2
sublevels at temperature T and AN, (T) is the population

4 /2difference for Z, multiplets. The population differences3/2
have been calculated for several temperatures, using Veseth's

_. 4value of 8.22 cm for 2D in the X Z state. The Boltzmann

relationship employed requires knowledge only of the energies

of ground state sublevels and the temperature,

E.
/

- VkT
e

N. = -
i

Z
i

The resultant values of AN, (T) and AN, (T) are given in
3/2 V2

Table 6. The relative magnitudes of the CQ terms for the

inner multiplet transitions change much more rapidly with

temperature than those for the outer multiplets.

Let us compare the calculated CQ term behavior with
that actually observed in VO. The integrated absolute area
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SIAAI of the B system changes by a factor (Table 5)

Co(23K)
_ 23.5

C0(14K) 43.5 (52)

on going from 14°K to 23°K. Summing the absolute values of

relative transition magnitudes in Table 7 at 14°K and 23°K,

the ratio predicted is,

C'Q (23K)
C¿(14K)

6.64
9.18

0.72 . (53)

The experimental results actually fit better when compared

with the inverse temperature dependence predicted by the

parametric MCD equation,

CQ(23K) ]4

CQ(14K) 23 “ (54)

The experimental behavior of the CQ terms for the

B system in VO is in some doubt because of uncertainty in

the experimental temperature of about 2°K. There may also

be an anomalous temperature dependence because of overlap of

positive and negative lobes in the B system. To the extent

that this analysis is valid, however, the large 2D value of

8.22 cm-1 calculated by Veseth for VO is in doubt. Recent

calculations by Van Zee, ^ based on the ESR of VO in neon

matrices, give a value of about 1.5 cm 1 for D. The tempera¬

ture dependence of the MCD Cq term is calculated to be much
closer to parametric equation predictions for the smaller
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TABLE 6

Relative Populations of X V Multipletsa

14 °K 18°K 2 3 °K

N(4Z )
+ 3/2

13.75 15.94 17.78

N(4£-v2> 14.91 16.98 18.68

AN
3/2

1.16 1.04 0.90

N( E
+ 1/2) 35.19 33.19 31.51

n(4s-v2> 36.16 33.90 32.03

AN.
1a

0.97 0.71 0.52

TABLE 7

4 4 -Relative Magnitudes of B H *■ X Z Transitions
Including Population Factors3

Transition 14 °K 18°K 23°K

nv2 «- %3/l
+ 3.59 + 3.22 + 2.78

4 V" zv'2
+ 1.00 + 0.73 + 0.54

X 4 -

3/2
-1.00 -0.73 -0.54

4n 4 V+ 2,. -3.59 -3.22 -2.78
2 '2

a '
The relative values are calculated by letting C0/V0 = 1
for the 4n 4Z., transition at 14°K. The value of Cn/Vnv2 v2 0 0
1 S • ’

(C0/2?0)AN or iCQ/VQ) AN
'2 V2

for the relevant transitions.
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value of D. Accurate CQ term measurements on neon matrices
of VO seem feasible- The reduced overlap of positive and

negative lobes would make comparison with predictions more

valid.

The C State

• • 4 - 4 -The negative CQ term associated with the C E +■ X E

system is not expected unless there is significant spin-orbit
. 4 - 4

coupling of the E states with nearby II states. The
4 -

wavefunctions for the E ground state with mixing included

have been presented in equation 50. As has been stated, the

degree of mixing is proportional to the energy difference
4 4 -

between the n and E states. It may then be expected that
. 4 4 -the intermediate energy B H state mixes with both the C E

4 - 4 -and X E states. We assume that both E states may be

described by equation 50, where mixing coefficients for the

C E state are denoted by primes (e.g. C E = a'| E;0 —>
V2 2 2

+ b^|4n;1 —>. The nonzero matrix elements of allowed MCD
4

transitions from ground state H components to excited state

t co« give ths following fe values.

+ a2b2 < 4z.
/2

>]

= 4a2b2 “ 2a2° * (55)

A similar calculation is performed for transitions from
4 4

ground state E components to excited state II components,
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£ - ^W4' X/2
y_|4Zn > + a_c1 <4II , lu |4Z, >

+ aib2<4jI-
V2

v2

s, >J
V2

-V 2'

= 3a c1 - a b1 - a b1
2 11 2 2 (56)

Consider the ground states of the predicted CQ terms. Tran¬
sitions involving the mixing coefficients, a and c, both

4
originate in the E multiplet while those involving a andV2

4 4originate in the E, multiplet. The E, transitions2 3/2 V2
4give a negative C¿ term while the E transitions give a

3/2
predominantly positive CQ term. The observed negative C0

4term indicates that the transitions from the E ground
>2

state multiplet provide the major contribution to the

observed spectrum. It is not possible on the basis of the

present analysis to calculate the mixing coefficients for
4 -

either E state in the transition. It does seem likely
4 -that the predominant mixing occurs in the C E state because

. . 4it is closer in energy to the B H state. It is of interest

4 - 4 -that an analogous E E transition in NbO does not exhi¬

bit a CQ term in MCD even though one might expect even

stronger spin-orbit mixing for this heavier oxide molecule.

Conclusions

The argon matrix MCD confirms the ground state assign-
4 -

ment of E for VO by the observation of multiplet transi-
. 4tions of opposite sign to the B II state. The weak ZFA

spectra observed for VO indicate that more information could

be obtained from neon matrix spectra of this system. In
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particular, an MCD spectrum of the D system reported by

Weltner might be observed. There is also a possibility that

the multiplet transitions to the B 4n state might be resolved

into all four components at lower temperature. The B'
4 4system may be due to a Z state overlapping the B II state

or may be a site effect in the argon matrix. Neon matrix

results might distinguish between these possibilities. It

would also be of interest to compare the magnitude of the
4 - 4 -MCD of the C Z +■ X Z system in neon and argon matrices.

The extent of spin-orbit coupling between 4Z and 4n states

may be related to the polarizability of the host lattice.

The comparison of experimental and calculated magnitudes

of CQ terms for the C 4n X 4Z transition favors a lower

value of the spin-spin splitting constant D for the ground
47state than that calculated by Veseth, but the results are

in doubt because of uncertainties in experimental temperature

and because peak overlap may obscure the true temperature

dependence of the MCD of VO. The interpretation of the CQ
4 - 4 -term observed for the C Z. X Z system based on spin-orbit

4 4
coupling of Z and II states is not satisfying. Since both

positive and negative C0 term components are predicted, it

is surprising that a large negative CQ term is observed

experimentally.



CHAPTER VII

MCD OF NIOBIUM MONOXIDE

Introduction

The spectrum of niobium monoxide in the gas phase has

not been subjected to thorough analysis. The gas phase spec-

52trum was first reported in 1950 by Rao, who found three sys¬

tems (A, B and C) with band heads at 4673, 5470 and 6150 A,

respectively. A single band head was reported for the A sys¬

tem while four band heads were observed for the B and C sys-
4

terns. Rao proposed II as the ground state of NbO. Rao and

Premaswarup53 extended the analysis of the C system further

into the red and arrived at a (0,0) assignment for the system.
54

In 1954 Uhler assigned the band spectrum of the

A system. Because of the absence of Q-brances in the system,

she concluded that AA =0 for this transition. While Rao's

4 4
assignment of A II •*-X H followed this criterion, Uhler pre¬

dicted that a set of 4 R branches and 4 P branches should be

observed, in contradiction with the experimental results.
2 2 2 2 2 2After considering the cases II II, Z +■ Z, and A A, Uhler

2concluded that the transition was between two A states. A

value for Ago of 16 cm-1 was calculated for the ground state.
4The possibility that the ground state might be Z was ignored

by both Uhler and Rao. The various assignments of gas phase

spectra of NbO are summarized in Table 8.
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TABLE8

Assignmentsof
Electronic
TransitionsinNbO

System

Assignment

V'

X(A)

v(cm1)d

AGiJem1)

2.2.e A«-A
44b

0

4690

21321a

842.7

A

n4n

1

4512

22163

837.1

Ü

1

1

2

4348

23000

(4z)x-̂nb

0

5472

18275a

® 44_c

5514

18137

n+■z V*

5574

17941

X.

5592

17880

~947

1

5203

19222

5240

19083

5295

18886

c

44X) z«-n

0

6475

15443^

44„-c

6496

15393

n«-z

6577

15204

6739

14839

-880

1

6125

16325

6147

16269

6218

16082

6362

15719
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TABLE8(continued)

a52DatafromRao.
b DatafromRaoandPremaswarup

c Presentassignment. d Estimatederror<10cm1.
e54AssignmentofUhler.

53
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4 -Following Kasai's assignment of E as the ground state
55of VO, Dunn reanalyzed the A system of NbO and assigned

4 - 4 -the transition A £ X Z . This assignment implicitly
4required that the B and C states be II. Green, Xorfmacher

5 6and Gruen investigated the infrared spectrum of NbO in

argon matrices and found ground state vibrational frequen¬

cies of 964, 968 and 971 cm-1 for the X state. The three

observed bands were attributed to matrix site effects.

4 -

The E ground state assignment was confirmed by the
57ESR results of Brom, Durham and Weltner in 1974. They

also studied the IR and optical spectra of NbO in argon and

neon matrices. A triplet of infrared bands was observed for

NbO in neon and was attributed to matrix site effects. The

optical spectra reported by Brom et al. were also compli¬

cated by site effects, but (0,0) bands of six systems were

established by comparison of Nb 160 and Nb 130 spectra. Based

on the failure to observe transitions involving 4E^ sub¬
levels in the ESR spectra, it was assumed that a large D

value in the ground state prevented population of the 4E
V2

sublevels at 4°K. It was further assumed that absorption
4 4 4transitions to n_ , IL and II _ multiplets should be3/2 v2 -v2

allowed. Since the spacings of the states observed changed

in neon and argon matrices, it was not possible to assign

the matrix transitions based on absorption spectra. It was

concluded, however, that at least two states were present in

the red region. The A system was perturbed by a nearby

state of undetermined symmetry.
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The matrix bands observed by Brom. et al. are summarized

in Table 9. The band systems have been denoted by dagger (t)

superscripts to avoid confusion with the A, B and C systems

of Rao. The values reported in Table 9 are for the sharp

peaks observed by Brom et al. Broad peaks observed in

argon spectra were assumed to arise from an impurity species.

Experimental Procedure

A tungsten cell with tantalum end caps was employed in

this experiment. Following the standard procedure, the cell

was outgassed thoroughly before the first experiment. The

cell was loaded with a mixture of niobium metal (Alfa,

99.8%) and niobium(V) oxide (Alfa, 99.5%). Depositions were

performed at a Knudsen cell temperature of 1950°C over the

period of one hour. Both argon and krypton matrices were

deposited at flow rates of 2-3 mmol/hr. The sample window

was maintained at 13°K for Ar deposits and 25°K for Kr

deposits. A higher temperature was used for Kr depositions

to reduce scattering of light by the matrix during spectral

runs. At the higher window temperature, Kr formed a clearer

matrix. Both Ar and Kr matrices of NbO were olive green in

color. Since temperature-dependent MCD spectra were

observed, runs were made at several temperatures for Ar and

Kr matrices. The ZFA and MCD spectra in Ar matrices were

measured before and after annealing at 30°K for 30 min. No

effect on spectral bands was observed upon rotation of the

matrix by 30° from a position perpendicular to the incident

light.



TABLE9

ObservedAbsorptionBandsofNbOinNeandArMatrices'
BandSystem „bt A

,+

B(site! B

E

C(site)

NeonArgon
A(Á)

v(cm-1)

AGv+l¿

A(A)

v(cm1

0

7310

13676

899

7353

13596

1

6859

14575

6903

14482

0

6911

14467

6955

14374

0

6609

15127

884

1

6244

16011

-

0

6553

15256

883 875 865 860

6667

14995

1

6195

16139

6303

15861

2

5876

17014

5973

16737

3

5592

17879

—

4

5335

18739

-

0

-

6575

15206

1

-

6228

16052

2

“

5916

16900

0

6469

15454

900 906 894

6535

15299

1

6113

16354

6175

16190

2

5792

17260

5848

17095

3

5507

18154

-

0

6432

15544

900 896 891

6509

15360

1

6080

16444

6150

16255

2

5766

17340

5831

17151

3

5484

18231

5545

18029

AG

v

+1/2
886 866 876 846 848 891 905 895 896 878
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TABLE9(continued) Neon

Argon

BandSystem

v1

A(A)

v(cm-1)

AGv+l/>

A(A)

v(cm-1)

D+

0

6016

16618

6107

16370

1

5696

17550

JJZ

5777

17305

a

57

Brom,etal
b̂Notationis

included
toavoidconfusionwith
theA,BandC

statesof
D52Rao.
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Predicted MCD on NbO

The allowed MCD transitions of NbO in case (a) are

4 - 4 -given in Figure 23 in Chapter VI. The transition A Z *■ X 2

is expected to show an MCD CQ term only if spin-orbit

coupling with nearby II states is significant. It is also

possible that the perturbing state identified by Brom et al.

near the A state might have an observable MCD or might induce

a 30 term in the A system.

The B and C states are both expected to exhibit alter¬

nately-signed CQ terms only if they are NbO peaks. Different

behavior is predicted for Nb0o and (NbO) .

5 8An approximate molecular orbital diagram for NbO is
4 -

given m Figure 29. The Z ground state has a configuration

<5za as in VO. Promotion of an electron from either the 5sa

or 4d6 orbitals to the 4dIT* orbital gives rise to 4n states.

The relative energies of the observed n states then may be

an indication of the separation between the 5sa and 4d5

orbitals, provided inter-electron repulsion energies are

accounted for.

Observed Spectra of NbO

The ZFA spectra of NbO isolated in argon at 14°K are

given in Figure 30. The lower spectrum is that determined

immediately after deposition. The upper spectrum is that

taken subsequent to MCD spectra and after the matrix has

been annealed at 30°K for 30 min. It is obvious that broad

peaks observed by Brom et al. appear in the spectrum, and
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NbO
Nb ATOM 0 ATOM

Figure 29. Approximate molecular orbital
diagram for NbO.^8



o

Wavelength(A)

Figure30.
ZFAspectraofNbOisolatedinArat14°K.Upper spectrumistakenafterannealing;lowerspectrum beforeannealing.
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o

Wavelength(A)

Figure31.MCDspectraofNbOisolatedinAr.Solidlineis spectrumat14°K;dottedlineisspectrumat20°K.
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Figure32.MCDspectrumofNbOisolatedinKr.Solidlineis spectrumat14°K;dottedlineisspectrumat24K.
128
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a significant narrowing of broad peaks upon annealing is

accompanied by the disappearance of several site peaks to

the red of the sharp bands. It is probable that broad peaks

show up more strongly in the 14°K deposition because the

quenching of the host and guest species is less rapid than

in the 4°K deposits of Brom et al. The broad peaks proba¬

bly correspond to a more ordered crystal environment around

NbO molecules. The absorption in the region of the
4 - 4 -

A Z X E transition is very broad; vibrational levels

cannot be discerned. The ZFA of krypton matrices is not

presented because the peaks are too broad and weak to be

assigned.

The MCD spectra of NbO isolated in argon at 14°K and

20°K are presented in Figure 31. Both the sharp and broad

peaks have the characteristic alternately-signed CQ terms
4 4 -

expected for the IT *■ X Z transitions of NbO. The broad

peaks apparently follow the same progressions as sharp peaks,

but the spacing between positive and negative lobes varies.

It seems probable that the sharp and broad peaks are related

to different matrix environments of NbO in argon. Near the

(0,0) bands of observed transitions there are several weak

peaks spaced at about 30 cm-1 which are tentatively identi¬

fied as other sites related to the sharp peaks.

In krypton spectra of NbO at 14°K and 24°K, presented

in Figure 32, the sharp structure of NbO transitions disap¬

pears completely, and only broad peaks are observed. In

both argon and krypton matrices there is no observed MCD for
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4 - 4 -
the A £ X E transition. This is surprising since the

comparable transition in VO gives a negative CQ term.

For convenience of discussion we will retain the nota¬

tion of Brom et al. in discussing the MCD of the sharp

peaks observed for NbO in argon matrices. The observed

position and MCD signs of the sharp peaks are given in

Table 10, while the broad peaks observed in both argon and

krypton matrices are tabulated in Table 11.

Discussion

Introduction

The change from sharp to broad transition structure for

NbO isolated in neon, argon and krypton matrices is very

interesting. It might be argued that the broad peaks involve

transitions which become allowed only in heavier, more

polarizable matrices. This approach to the analysis does not

seem promising because it would require that the allowed

transitions in neon matrices become forbidden in krypton

matrices. This could only happen if there were an inter-

2change of ground states, for example by a low-lying 1 state.

This effect has never been observed in matrix isolation

spectroscopy.

The alternative hypothesis that the broad peaks are due

to impurity species has been proposed by Brom et al. The

MCD spectrum proves that the broad peaks are the result of

transitions from an orbitally nondegenerate, spin degenerate

For the possible impurity species (NbO)ground state.
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TABLE 10

Sharp Peaks Observed in MCD Spectrum of NbO in Ar

System3 V' A (A) a A (A) v(cm-1)b
AG

,
v + 1/2

MCD

Sign

at 0 7353 7351 13604
893 +1 6903 6898 14497

A> + 0
1

6955 6955
6557

14378
15251

873 -

3+
0 6667 6666 15002

868
883

1 6303 6301 15870 +

2 5973 5969 16753

E+
0 6575 6574 15211

848
856

1 6228 6227 16059 -

2 5916 5912 16915

0 6509 6509 15363
892
895
900

c+ 1
2

6150
5831

6152
5831

16255
17150

-

3 5545 5540 18050

n+ 0 6107 6106 16377
U

1 5777

a

b

n , -i 5 7Brom et al.

Estimated error is 15 cm' for all bands.



TABLE11

Broad

BandsObserved
inMCD
SpectraofNbO

inArgonand
Krypton
Matrices

Argon

Krypton

MCDSign

X(X)

v(cm-1)a

Av+

X(A)

v(cm-1)a

Av+

+

7945

12587

341

7920

12626

327

—

7735(?)

12928

7720

12953

+

7351

13604

535

7391

13530

360

—

7075

14134

7199

13890

+

6801

14704

540

6876

14543

345

6560

15244

6717

14888

+

6402

15620

535

6478

15437

378

-

6190

16155

6323

15815

a

Estimatederroris30cm1forallpeaks.

132
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and NbC>2, the symmetry point groups do not contain orbitally
degenerate representations.

The probable explanation of the observed spectra is

that NbO is trapped in two types of crystal environments in

the three rare gas crystals. The trend from sharp to broad

peaks with increasing host atom size and deposition tempera¬

ture is a clue that site effects are being observed. An

analysis is presented here in which the sharp peaks observed
. 4
in MCD are assigned to H multiplets in NbO, and the broad

peaks in argon and krypton matrices are assigned to related

transitions in secondary matrix site environments. The

relative magnitudes of spin-orbit coupling and vibrational

separations for broad and sharp peaks will be discussed in

an attempt to characterize the influence of the host environ¬

ment on the observed transitions.

Assignment of Sharp Peaks

Consider the data presented in Table 10, which are

derived from the sharp peaks observed in the MCD spectra
4

presented m Figure 31. Two H states are expected in NbO
52 4 4

m this region. Transitions to the H_ and II . multi-
5/2 -V2

plets of each state are expected to dominate the spectra.

As noted by Brom et al., the A1 and A' bands have a

similar appearance, and most of the intensity is in the

(0,0) bands. A positive term is superimposed on the

(0,0) CQ term for both systems. This A, term is predicted
for both 4IT -*-4E_ and 4II . -«-4£, transitions. The

5/2 3/2 -v2 3/2
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System (-*- 4Z ) A]_ (3 ) CQ (B)

72

7,

V,

L_1

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

-3

-1

+ 1

+ 3
V2

'7>

appearance of the A.^ term only for these states is probably
due to the sharpness of the transition. Four different

matrix site bands to the red of the (0,0) bands of the A and
-L

A' systems have approximately equal spacings for both A! and
. T

systems. The positions of these bands and separations
1* t

between A (site) and A' (site) are given in Table 12. It

is seen that the site bands have the same spacings as the

identified (0,0) bands within the estimated errors in energy,

The A1 and A' 1 systems are assigned as the II
V,

and IT

4 4 -

components of the C II X 2 transition, respectively.

The B' and C systems are the strongest remaining band

systems and have alternate signs. These systems are tenta¬

tively assigned as the II , and II_ multiplets in the
-v2 5/2

4 4 - -j*B H«- X £ transition. It is proposed that the E system
4 4

may arise from the B II- -«-X L transition. The relatively
3/2 v2

t 4broad B system is proposed to overlap with the II multi-
V2

plet. The D^" system is not assigned in this model of the

sharp peaks in the spectrum of NbO isolated in argon.



TABLE12

MatrixSiteBandsoftheA1andA'’** Systems
Identification

A

A(A)

System v(cm-1)a

Av(A''-A1')

A'

A(A)

System v(cm-1)a

(0,0)

6955

13604

774

7351

14378

Site1

6982

13556

767

7377

14323

Site2

6996

13526

768

7393

14294

Site3

7015

13493

763

7411

14256

Site4

7030

13464

761

7427

14225

a

Errorestimateis15cm1forallpeaks.
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Comparison with Gas Phase and Neon Matrix Results

With the given assignments for the B and C states,

values of Asq for the matrix and gas phase systems may be
compared. The observed Q branches of gas phase data can be

used to derive approximate values of A^Q for B and C
states. The separation of the lowest and highest energy

bands is approximately 3Asq. The same calculation is per-
4 4

formed for the II,. and II , components of the neon and
5/2 - v2

argon matrix spectra. The separations of muítiplets in the

(0,0) bands of the gas phase, neon and argon systems are

used. The approximate values derived for A are,
s o

Approximate Values of A (cm-1)

Configuration State Gas Neon Argon

Sail* 3 4n 132(10) 96(15) 120(20)

S2n* C 4n 201(10) 264 (15) 258 (20)

It is interesting that the spin-orbit coupling constant

for the B state is lower in rare gas matrices than in the

gas phase, while that of the C state is higher. Let us

consider the probable electron configurations of these two

states. Based on the molecular orbital diagram for NbO in

Figure 29, the C state is assumed to arise from the configu-
2 1ration (4d6) (4dII*) after promotion of the 5sa electron to

the 4dn* orbital. There is an increase in the spin-orbit

coupling of this state in the matrix. The B state, in

contrast, probably results from the promotion of a 4d6 elec¬

tron to the 4dn* orbital with an excited state configuration
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of (4d<$)1 (5sa) 1 (4dH*) 1. The spin-orbit coupling decreases

in matrices for this state.

It has already been stated that the 4d6 electrons are

localized on the niobium atom. The Hamiltonian operator for
1 25spin-orbit coupling varies as ^(L'S) so that the contri¬

butions to A from the electrons localized on Nb in 4d5
so

orbitals predominate. The assumed electron configurations

are probably correct because the C state, with two 4d6 elec¬

trons, has a larger value of A than the B state with only
so

one 4d6 electron. The observed opposite effects on A in
so

matrices are not understood. The lower value of A in
so

matrices for the B state might be due to an attractive inter¬

action with the surrounding lattice, while the greater

values of A for the C state could result from a repulsive

effect from the argon and krypton lattices.

A comparison of vibrational frequencies of the B and C

states in gas phase and matrix spectra supports the observa¬

tion that matrix effects are different for the two states.

-1
Approximate Vibrational Frequencies (cm )

State Gas Neon Argon

b 4n 947 890 880

c 4u 880 899 886

An attractive interaction of
, 4

the B II state of NbO

matrices is hypothesized to explain a lowering of the value

of Asq. The lower vibrational frequencies of the B state in
the matrix are also expected if attraction forces operate

between host and guest species. The observed increase in
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vibrational frequencies of the C state is also consistent

with the repulsive interaction proposed to explain the

increase of A of matrix-isolated NbO.
so

It has been suggested that the E1 bands observed by
4

Brom et al. might be transitions to the B n multiplet.
72

The separation of B 4II and B 4II multiplets in the (0,0)
72 72

band of the gas phase spectrum of NbO is 161 cm-1 while the

•j- t
comparable separation between E (0,0) and C (0,0) is

152 cm-1 in argon. The separation between E1 and C1 states

changes for other vibronic transitions because the E1 state

has a lower vibrational frequency than the C state. By the

attractive force argument for the B state, it would then be

4claimed that the interaction of the II state with the
3/2

4
argon lattice is even stronger than that of the H multi-

'2
4 4plet. The separation of the II , and IL multiplets in

-v2 v2
gas phase is only 61 cm-1, which is well within the observed

width of over 100 cm-1 for the B1 state.

Assignment of Broad Peaks

The broad peaks at 7945 A and 7735 Á in argon are very

weak, but they appear at about the same energy as strong

peaks observed in krypton. In fact the same trend of compa¬

rable energies for broad peaks in the two matrices is

observed for other bands. By analogy to the interpretation

of the sharp peaks, we may consider the separation of the
. . 4

positive and negative lobes to be 3A for a II state.
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4The lowest energy bands in both matrices are assigned to C II

state of NbO in this matrix environment. The other bands are

4 4 -

assigned to the B IIX E transition. The derived approxi¬

mate values of A are,
so

Approximate AgQ for Broad Peak States (cm-1)
State

B

C n

Gas

132(10)

201(10)

Argon

114 (40)

178(40)

Krypton

109 (40)

120 (40)

The calculated value of A^ for the broad peaks
decreases in both states going from gas to argon and krypton

matrices. The pattern is not reversed for the two states as

in the sharp bands. The vibrational spacing in the B state

is about 1100 cm-1 in argon and 1000 cm-1 in krypton

matrices, in comparison with the gas phase value of 950 cm-1.
4For the broad peaks, then, the vibrational energy of the B II

state increases from the gas phase value, while for the

sharp peak sites of the B state, the spacing decreases.

Matrix Environments for NbO

It has been proposed that NbO can be isolated in two

types of matrix environments, one of which gives broad elec¬

tronic transitions for the guest species, the other being

characterized by sharp transitions from several sites. The

red shifts of electronic states and the vibrational and

. 4 4 -

multiplet spacings of H X E states in the two environments

are strikingly different. Only sharp bands appear in neon
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matrices, while broad bands,are dominant in argon matrices

and are the only bands observed in krypton matrices of NbO.

It should be noted that only broad bands were observed in

the argon matrix spectra of the similar molecule VO. Let

us investigate the possible matrix environments which may be

experienced by VO and NbO.

The rare gases neon, argon and krypton crystallize in

face-centered cubic lattices. The size of substitutional

5 9holes in the three lattices is given by Moscovits and Ozin,

Host
Lattice

Substitutional
Hole

Ne

Ar

Kr

3.16

3.75

3.99

The re of NbO is 1.69 A,^ and the ionic radii of Nb"+ and

0 are '"0.70 and 1.40 A, respectively. Let us assume

that the length of the NbO molecule may be expressed as the

sum of these values, or 3.79 A. It is seen that the NbO

molecule definitely would not fit into a substitutional hole

in neon matrices, and would probably experience repulsive

interactions upon occupying a substitutional site in argon

and krypton matrices. The observed spectra of NbO in the

three matrices indicate that broad bands may be associated

with substitutional sites. The sharp bands observed in the

neon and argon matrices of NbO might then be related to

matrix environments in which there is a vacancy in the

lattice surrounding the NbO molecule. The observed influence

of deposition temperature on the relative magnitudes of
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sharp and broad bands in argon matrices supports such an

assignment. Argon matrices of NbO deposited at 4°K are

57dominated by sharp peaks while those deposited at 14°K in

our experiments are characterized by stronger broad peaks.

NbO was not deposited at 14°K in krypton, but the appearance

of only broad peaks in the 25°K deposit is expected since

deposits at higher temperature should allow better rare gas

crystal formation.

It has been noted that the broad peaks were originally

assigned to impurities by Brom et al. The matrix MCD

spectra are strong evidence that the broad and sharp bands

are really the same transitions of NbO isolated in very

different lattice environments. Comparable sharp and weak

bands have been observed in the spectra of TiO in this study

and in prior investigations of LaO^'^ and AlO. ^ The fact

that different excited state multiplets may be observed in

NbO has aided the identification in this case. It is sug¬

gested tha A10 is a good test case for the double matrix
• 9 6 4environment hypothesis. The ground state of A10 is 1;

the estimated diameter is ~3.7 Á (calculated in the same way
2 2 2 2

as NbO), Both 11. + Z and II, «- E transitions are appar-3/2 v2
64

ently observed. A study of the deposition temperature

dependence and annealing behavior of both AlO and NbO

isolated in argon, krypton and xenon matrices would be

helpful in evaluating the validity of the proposed interpre¬

tation .
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Conclusion

It has been proposed that NbO is isolated in two

different environments in rare gas matrices. Sharp bands in
4 4 -neon and argon matrices are assigned to B IIX £ and

4 4-
C II X £ transitions in distorted lattice sites. Broad

peaks are assigned to the same electronic transitions of

NbO in substitutional sites in argon and krypton matrices.

The vibrational progressions and derived spin-orbit coupling

constants in the two lattice environments are quite differ¬

ent. The molecule AlO has been suggested as a possible test

case of the double environment hypothesis. The original

nomenclature of Rosen has been retained whereby the three

electronic transitions are designated A Z «- X £ , B Ilr + X Z

and C 4II +- X 4Z .

r



CHAPTER VIII

MCD OF TANTALUM MONOXIDE

Introduction

The species TaO and Ta02 have been observed in approxi¬
mately equal concentrations in the vapor effusing from a tan¬

talum Knudsen cell containing Ta^05 in an early mass spectro-
6 5metric study by Inghram, Chupka and Berkowitz. They have

determined the dissociation energy of TaO to be 8.3±0.5 eV,

making it one of the most stable molecules known. In the

18
compilation by Gaydon, only CO, Nn and ThO have higher val-

6 6
ues for the dissociation energy. Sauval has tentatively

identified TaO in the atmosphere of the Class S star R Cyg.
6 7“ 71Gas phase emission studies of TaO have shown that numer¬

ous electronic transitions occur between excited states and

two low-lying states spaced 3500 cm-1 apart. Premaswarup and

Barrow^ have proposed that the spectrum of TaO is best

2 2described bv transitions to A_ and A., ground state levels.
5/2 3/2

Optical and IR spectra of TaO isolated in neon and argon

72
matrices by Weltner and McLeod support the analysis of

2
Premaswarup and Barrow and indicate that the A. level has

V2
7 2the lowest energy. A molecular orbital diagram of TaO is

given in Figure 33. The probable ground state configuration
2 2which gives a A_ state is o 6, where the valence a orbital

3A
143
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?a ATOM TaC 0 ATOM

Figure 33. Approximate molecular
orbital diagram for TaO.”^
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is at lower energy than the 6 nonbonding orbitals of TaO,

reversing the behavior observed for VO and NbO. Many more

electronic transitions are expected for molecules with A

ground states than for those with Z ground states because

ZA=-1 transitions can be observed from A to II states. Elec¬

tronic states predicted for various excited electronic config¬

urations are presented in the expected order of energy in

Table 13.72
71

Cheetham and Barrow have employed the results of

Weltner and McLeod in reanalyzing the spectrum of TaO. A to¬

tal of 19 electronic states are characterized in this analy¬

sis; case (a) coupling is considered a valid approximation,
2 2 2allowing tentative assignment of “'ll, A and $ states. The

. 2 2basis for the assignments is the L IL X A, transition,
V2 3/2

which exhibits A doubling linearly proportional to (J+j).
. . . 2This is an unmistakable sign that a H_ state is involved

v2
2 4in the transition. Cheetham and Barrow base the assignment

2
of other II states, in which A doubling is not resolved, upon

the appearance of single P, Q and R rotational branches.

2 2Transitions from the N state to both A_ and A,. states are
3/2 5/2

observed; the 3500 cm 1 value for the separation of the

ground state multiplets is based on these emission bands.

Other Í2 = —f n, or A, ) excited states are identified by the2 3/2 3/2
absence of Q branches in the emission spectra. Cheetham and

Barrow have compared their results with those of Weltner and

McLeod and have tentatively assigned the observed neon matrix

systems based on the gas phase analysis. A number of states
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TABLE 13

Excited States of TaOa

Configuration Excited States

4 2 *
ircrn 2Z , 4Z + , 2Z+, 2r (low-lying)

4 2 *
ircrn 2n

r

n4asn* 4n, 4^r, 2n (2), 24> (2)

n3a26 2 4n, 2h, 2n(2), 2$(2)

2 2 *
n a in 2A(2), V, V,

2r(2), 4a, 4r

4 2 *
II a a 2i+

4 o *
n OÓCT 2A(2)

2 2 *
ITcrSa 4n, 4$, 2n(2), 2$(2)

a
W. Weltner, Jr. and

72
D. McLeod, Jr.
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observed in neon and argon matrices have not yet been identi¬

fied definitely in the gas phase. This comparison is summar¬

ized in Table 14. The observed peak positions and vibrational

spacings of all bands observed by Weltner and McLeod in neon

and argon matrices of TaO are reproduced in Tables 15 and 16,

respectively. It should be noted that the H and I sys¬

tems and the K, L and M systems, which are observed separ¬

ately in neon matrices, become overlapping systems in the

broader spectra of argon matrices.

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure essentially followed that

outlined in Chapter IV. Tantalum cells were employed

exclusively in the TaO experiments. Freshly outgassed cells

were loaded with Ta20_ (Spex, 99.99%) and preheated to oper¬

ating temperature for approximately 30 min before deposition.

Knudsen cell temperatures between 2000° and 2100° C were

used. Argon flow rates were maintained at 1-3 mmol/hr.

Argon matrices of TaO had an orange-yellow color. The tem¬

perature dependence of MCD spectra was studied over the

range 14-26°K. Weak peaks in MCD and ZFA were sought by

increasing the sensitivity of the lock-in amplifiers.

Predicted MCD of TaO

Assuming Hund's case (a) is followed in TaO electronic

transitions, as suggested by Cheetham and Barrow,7'*' values
Q

of jP- for TaO are easily calculated. Transitions of

II. *■ “A should have a value of +6, while 2$rV2 3/2 5/2 3/2



TABLE14

ComparisonofGasPhaseandNeonMatrixSpectraofTaO
State

Neon

Matrix(4°K)a

Arc

Spectrum*3

v(0,0)(cm'
1}AGv+VCItrl)

V(0.0)(cm'‘>
iAGi(cm-1)h

Q

29240

895

P

26752

899

26673

895

3/2

0

26284

904

-

-

-

N

25624

887

25593

888

3/2

M

24145

889

24058

890

5/2

L

23396

887

23342

888

1/2

K

22333

895

-

-

-

J

22128

886

-

-

-

I(?)

20884

944

-

-

-

H

20804

910

-

-

-

G

18007

-

-

-

-

F

16718

922

-

-

-

E

15985

925

15881

841

5/2

D

14395

943

"'14370°

-

C

13700

941

13569

942

3/2

B

12989

931

12852

931

5/2

A(?)

12145

-

-12090°

-

X

0

1028

0

1022

3/2

d W.Weltner,
Jr.andD.
McLeod,Jr.

b71C.J.CheethamandR.F.Barrow. Spectrumobservedbutnotanalyzed.
c

148
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TABLE 15

Absorption Spectrum of TaO in Neon at 4°Ka

System v'b X (A) v(cm-1) AG j.1/v+V?

A 7 8252 12145

B 0 7697 12989
9311 7182 13890

C 0 7297.5 13700
9411 6828.5 14641

D 0 6945 14395

E 0 6254 15985
925
915

1 5912 16910
2 5608.5 17825

F 0 5980 16718
9221 5667.5 17640

G 0 5552 18007

H 0 4804.5 20804
910
894

1 4604 21714
2 4422 22608

I 0 4787 20884
944
942

1 4580 21828
2 4391 22770

J 0 4518 22128
886
880

1 4344 23014
2 4184 23894

K 0 4476.5 22333
895
888
883
874

1 4304 23228
2 4145.5 24116
3 3999 24999
4 3864? 25863

L 0 4273 23396
887
880
865
864

1 4117 24283
2 3973 25163
3 3841 26028
4 3717.5 26892

M 0 4140.5 24145
889
886

1 3993.5 25034
2 3857 25920

N 0 3901.5 25624
887
882

1 3771 26511
2 3649.5 27393
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TABLE 15 (continued)

System v'b A (A) v(cm 1 )
AG i

v+V2

0 0 3803.5 26284
904
894
887

1 3677 27188
2 3560 28082
3 3451 28969

P 0 3737 26752
899
884
877
873

1 3615.5 27651
2 3503.5 28535
3 3399 29412
4 3301 30285

Q 0 3419 29240
8951 3317.5 30135

a
W. Weltner, Jr. and D. McLeod, Jr. ^

b 18Established by comparison with spectra of Ta 0 in neon at
14 °K.
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TABLE 16

Absorption Spectrum of TaO in Ar at 4°K

System f bV1 X (A) v(cm- )
AG X/

v +V2

A 0 8274 12083
9391 7677 13022

B 0 7756 12890
922
916

1 7238 13812
2 6788 14728

C 0 7353 13596
9481 6874 14544

D 0 7023 14235

E 0 6321 15816
9141 5975.5 16730

F 0 6033 16571
9171 5716.5 17488

G 0 5587.5 17892

H, I 0 4779 20919
9191 4582 21838

K, L, M 0 4503 22201
0
0

4329
4169

23094
23980 Overlappinc

4024 24844 Systems
3889 25706

0 0 3979 25125
903
897
884
881

1 3841 26028
2 3713 26925
3 3595 27809
4 3484.5 28690

N 0 3948 25322
8901 3814 26212

P 0 3765 26553
893
875
902

1 3642.5 27446
2 3530 28321
3 3421 29223

Q 0 3458.5 28906
3356.5 29784

a
W. Weltner, Jr. and D. McLeod, Jr.72
Determined 1 8

by comparison to Ta 0 in Ar at 4 °K.
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transitions should have a value of - B. No MCD is expected
2 2

for A., +■ A, transitions, although they are allowed in3/2 3/2
ZFA. The allowed transitions in case(a) are shown in

CQFigure 34. In Hund's case(c), the same values of ^ areI/o

predicted for the related "I *’7' and 2 transit:*-ons >

so MCD spectra will not identify transitions forbidden by

case(a) coupling.

Observed Spectra of TaO

The ZFA spectrum of TaO in argon at 14°K is shown in
O

Figure 35. The observed peak positions are within 5 A of

those in Table 14, and will not be tabulated. The assumed

overlap of the K, L and M systems designated in Figure 35 is

based on comparison with neon matrix positions for those
, O

systems. The absorption spectrum of systems above 5000 A is

too weak to make assignments of the spectra. There are a

number of peaks observed in the previously uninvestigated

region between 3000 A and 2500 Á which are discussed later

in the text.

The MCD spectrum of TaO in argon at 14°K in the region

5000 K - 3000 A is shown in Figure 36. No MCD is observed

for the N, 0 and P systems. The K and M systems have a

negative MCD sign while H, L and Q systems have a positive

sign. We have shown that positive MCD peaks should be

observed for ft =-y states and negative MCD CQ terms should be
5 3observed for ft=— states while ft= — states should not be

observed. Figure 37 shows the temperature dependence of the
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MCD, illustrating that all peaks are CQ terms. A number of

lower energy states are also observed in MCD. A summary of

the observed MCD and inferred value of ft is given in Table 17,

along with the assignments previously made by Cheetham and

Barrow. It is observed that most of our assignments are in

agreement with those of Cheetham and Barrow. MCD peaks

observed between 4700 A and 7800 A are shown in Figure 38.

The spectra in this region are considerably weaker, so

expanded scale illustrations are provided. The very broad

negative CQ term with a maximum at ~5140 A is tentatively

identified with Ta09. There is also a very broad positive

CQ term in the region above 8000 A which may be due to a

TaC>2 transition, but the spectrum is obscured by second-order

interference of strong TaO bands.

The ZFA and MCD spectra of bands appearing below 3200 A
are shown in Figure 39. There appear to be several ft =\
states between 3000 and 2700 A, while an ft =j and at least
one ft =\ state are seen between 2700 A and 2500 A. Values of

observed peaks in this region are tabulated in Table 18.

Cheetham and Barrow observe four transitions from high energy
2

A states in this region (systems S, T, U, V). The tran¬
zó

sitions above 37,000 cm-1 have not been reported, The

assignments of the transitions are rather tentative because

of the failure to observe well-defined progressions of the

A systems,and because the error in cm-1 is large in this

range of the spectrum.
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Figure 35. ZFA spectrum of TaO isolated in
argon at 14CK.



Figure36.MCDspectrumofTaOisolatedinargonat14°K.
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Figure37.TemperaturedependenceoftheMCDofTaOisolatedinargon.
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Figure38.
MCDofTaOintheregion4700A-8000A.Noise isevidentintheseexpandedscalespectra.
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are tabulated in Table 18.



TABLE17

AssignmentofStateSymmetriesforTaOinArgon
System

O

O

>°

U)

v(0,0)<cm"‘)

MCDSign

Í2(CB)b

(assigned)

A

8274

12083

*?

—

_

B

7756

12890

-

5/2

5/2

C

7353

13596

0

3/2

3/2

D

7023

14235

+

-

1/2

E

6321

15816

+

5/2

1/2

F

6033

16571

0

-

3/2

G

5587.5

17892

0

-

3/2

H,I

4779

20919

+

-

1/2

K

4503

22201

-

-

5/2

L

4329

23094

+

1/2

1/2

M

4169

23980

-

5/2

5/2

0

3979

25125

0

-

3/2

N

3948

25322

0

3/2

3/2

P

3765

26553

0

3/2

3/2

Q

3458

28906

+

-

1/2

The(0,0)positionsofWeltnerandMcLeodaregiven. 71

AssignmentsofCheethamandBarrow.
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TABLE 18

Observed MCD and ZFA of TaO Between 3000 A and 2500 A

System v' A (A) v(cm-1)a AGv+ 1/2 (cm” 1 ) MCD Sign n b

1 0 2850 35088
870

0 3/2
1 2781 35958

2 0 2807 35625
885 0 3/2

1 2739 36510

3 0 2760 36232 ? 0 3/2

4 0 2730 36630 7 0 3/2

5 0 2664 37538
864

— 5/2
1 2604 38402

6 0 2647 37779
876
918

+ 1/2
1 2587 38655
2 2527 39573

7 0 2638 37907 7 + 1/2

Estimated error of peak assignments is 50 cm'
Tentative assignments.
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Discussion

Consider Table 17 which summarizes the excited state

assignments for TaO in argon matrices. It is seen that the

assignments based on MCD spectra are in good agreement with

those of Cheetham and Barrow. The only exception is the E
O

state at 6321 A, which Cheetham and Barrow correlate with a

O

gas phase system at 6297 A. The E band may actually be

related to a system observed by Cheetham and Barrow at
O

6225 A which has not been completely analyzed. There is no

observed negative C0 term in this region of the spectrum
. 2which might be related to the $^ state proposed by Cheetham

and Barrow.

The values of ft have been assigned for all observed

states in TaO, but the states have not been assigned by
1 3case (a) designations. While it is likely that most ft=—, —

5 2 2 2and -r states are related to the case (a) II , A , and $
V2 3/2 '2

counterparts, the MCD spectra do not guarantee the assign¬

ments .

O
The state assignments for band systems below 3000 A

16 13given in Table 18 are tentative. Studies of Ta 0 vs Ta 0

in either neon or argon matrices would establish the true

(0,0) transitions of the observed systems. Neon matrix

spectra would also have narrower bands, and the assignment of

the positive MCD peaks of systems 6 and 7 in Table 18 could

be tested. Neon matrix MCD in the region of H and I and of

K, L and M systems is expected to corroborate the assign¬
ments made here. The ability of the MCD technique to
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distinguish overlapping transitions,if they are of opposite

sign, has been of great use in this study.

Conclusions

The MCD spectra of TaO in argon have allowed the

assignment of excited state symmetry in 14 states previously
observed in matrices. Seven new systems have been proposed

in the region between 2500 A and 3000 Á. The identification

of (0,0) bands in these systems is tentative; isotope
1 6substitution studies of absorption spectra of Ta 0 and

18
Ta 0 in neon and argon matrices are suggested to establish

vibrational progressions in these systems.



CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

Suggested Apparatus Modifications

In order to better characterize the MCD of matrix

species, it is suggested that several modifications be per¬

formed on the present apparatus. It is also desirable that

an apparatus be constructed which allows the deposition of

neon matrices and the measurement of MCD spectra under

conditions of higher magnetic field strength. The proposed

new instrument must employ a liquid helium cryostat and a

split-coil superconducting magnet. The present instrument

may then be used to establish desired isolation conditions

and to study the MCD temperature dependence of argon and

krypton matrices of selected molecules, while the liquid

helium-cooled apparatus may be employed in high-field, low-

temperature studies of the same molecules.

Temperature Measurements

The quantitative evaluation of Cc terms by the method of

moments requires accurate knowledge of the sample temperature.

The present measurements are made on the sample window cover

plate, providing at best only an approximate value of the

sample temperature. Given the inverse dependence of CQ
164
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terms upon the absolute temperature, an error of 2°K at 20°K

causes a 10% error in the moment of a CQ term. It is

suggested that the temperature profile of a sample window be

investigated systematically by embedding the thermocouple in

locations between the center and outer edge of the window.

The appearance of any temperature gradient would then esta¬

blish error limits on the measured MCD spectra.

It is known that rare gas solids are poor conductors.

The effect of host species on the sample temperature may be

studied by predeposition of pure matrix gas for one or two

hours followed by a controlled deposit of a previously

characterized guest species. Comparison of CQ term magni¬
tudes may then be made between otherwise identical sample

systems to determine whether sample temperature is affected

by deposit thickness.

Absorption Experiment

Problems have been encountered with frequency-dependent

light scattering by matrix samples and with source emission

lines which obscure ZFA spectral details in the regions below

3000 Á and above 7500 A. The use of two mirrors in the refer¬

ence beam also introduces a frequency dependent reflectivity
loss which results in baseline drift of recorded spectra. The

use of front-surface mirrors in both sample and reference

beams would balance reflectivity losses so that the ZFA base¬

line would remain constant neglecting matrix scattering. The

imbalance of sample and reference beams in regions of source

emission lines would also be reduced by using this approach.
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Matrix scattering problems cannot be eliminated but may

be reduced by ensuring that clear matrices are deposited.

This generally requires higher sample window temperatures

during deposition, thus also affecting the matrix sites

occupied by the sample species. An alternative means of

eliminating scattering problems is to install a shutter

blocking the path of sample molecules to part of the sample

window while allowing rare gas to coat the entire surface.

Both reference and sample beams could then be passed through

the sample window. Given the heat flux from the Knudsen

cell, however, the condensation of rare gas in the sample

and reference areas of the window would not be identical,

and balance of sample and reference signal outside regions

of absorption might be impossible.

Data Acquisition

The computer control of ZFA and MCD experiments has

proven both efficient and convenient. It is suggested that

the RAM memory of the PET-2001 computer be extended to 32K

from the present 8K. An entire ZFA or MCD spectrum could

then be sorted or transferred to the Nicolet computer at one

time. The replacement of the present 8-bit analog-to-digital

converter with a 12-bit model would improve data resolution

and allow convenient signal averaging. The quantitative

evaluation of MCD moments would thus be more feasible.
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Concluding Remarks

It has been shown that the technique of matrix isolation

MCD provides a means of identifying the symmetry of excited

states of high temperature molecules. This information is

valuable in both practical and theoretical applications.

Molecular transitions are the outstanding spectral

features of stars with surface temperatures below 3200°K.

Determinations of the abundance of certain elements and of

stellar isotope ratios are accomplished primarily through the
42analysis of molecular spectra. The behavior of refractory

metals in oxidizing atmospheres is important in aerospace

and energy technologies. The determination of symmetries of

the ground state and other low-lying states of refractory

metal compounds assists in the calculation of thermodynamic
4.. 18properties.

The increasing power of computer-assisted theoretical

calculation of molecular properties now allows the investi¬

gation of more complex species than have been treated

previously. The coupling of angular momenta in open shell

molecules is a complex subject, as demonstrated by the spec¬

tra presented in this study. The availability of spectral

data for these systems is essential to the development of an

adequate model of chemical bonding in open shell systems.

In this study the MCD of matrix-isolated Group IVB and

Group VB metal oxides has confirmed or established the

assignment of numerous electronic transitions. The MCD data

have also been helpful in identifying matrix effects on the
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isolated molecules. At the same time, the MCD spectra have

raised questions about the interpretation of observed tran¬

sitions in each molecule studied. The separation of effects

arising from the interaction of host and guest species from

those determined solely by guest molecule properties is a

problem of considerable magnitude. One approach to the

problem is to extend the range of species studied by matrix

isolation MCD, thus providing more qualitative information

on matrix effects. Another approach is the systematic

application of numerous techniques to the characterization

of particular systems. It is the opinion of the author that,

even with the present interpretive problems presented by the

increased information content of MCD over ZFA spectroscopy,

the matrix isolation MCD technique presented in this work is

generally applicable to high temperature species and should

be extended to the study of other systems.
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